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2 Introduction 
Rehabilitation using robotics offers significant advantages over manual therapy or passive 
exercise machines such as the application of consistent and accurate forces, quantitative 
measures of performance, and programmable resistance profiles.  An exoskeleton, which 
surrounds the whole arm or leg, offers additional advantages because forces can be applied at 
different points along the limb to target specific joints or muscle groups. 

The goal of this project is to implement shoulder therapy protocols on the MGA Exoskeleton and 
conduct a limited pilot study to evaluate operational use.  Protocols will be developed based on 
biomechanical analyses of tasks being performed using conventional shoulder therapy 
protocols.  Control algorithms will be used to produce resistance therapy about the shoulder 
axes as well as generate functional movement patterns of the arm.  The distributed software 
design will incorporate a NASA fail-safe architecture that continually monitors potentially 
hazardous conditions to ensure patient safety. 

The project is led by the Imaging Sciences and Information Systems (ISIS) Center of the 
Department of Radiology at Georgetown University.  Our project collaborators are the Space 
Systems Laboratory (SSL) in the Department of Aerospace Engineering at the University of 
Maryland and the Center for Applied Biomechanics and Rehabilitation Research (CABRR) at 
the National Rehabilitation Hospital/Catholic University of America.  The SSL built the 
exoskeleton and provides hardware and software support, and CABRR provides support for 
protocol development and clinical testing.  The funds provided under this grant were leveraged 
with prior development from other synergistic activities to further advance this effort. 

3 Report Body 
This is an annual report for Cooperative Agreement # W81XWH-08-2-0010 covering the period 
from January 15, 2008 to January 14, 2009.  A brief overview is given and the research 
associated with each of the tasks in the statement of work will then be described.  The reader 
will be referred to specific documents in the appendix for more details. 

The research over the past year was targeted at building the repertory of tools necessary to 
support rehabilitation protocols on the exoskeleton.  These include developments in the areas of 
composite control, exercise protocols, graphical interfaces, and safety monitoring.  Several new 
controllers were coded and tested successfully.  All of the isolateral shoulder exercises and two 
functional training protocols were developed and tested.  The encoder position checks and 
current monitor checks are in the process of being integrated into the safety system.  The 
clinical graphical user interfaces for selecting exercise parameters were drafted and are being 
integrated with the control system.  The human subjects test protocol and consent form were 
submitted and approved by both the MedStar IRB and U.S. Army HRPO. 

One important task that was not in the original statement of work was the development of a new 
upper arm cuff attachment for the exoskeleton.  The cuff was relocated from the elbow to the 
upper arm to provide a more ergonomic interface and cause less interference with elbow 
movement.  A leg cuff attachment from a Lokomat™ Orthosis was adopted for use as an upper 
arm attachment (see Fig. 1).  However, the upper arm links were too thin and flexible to support 
the force sensor attached between the link and arm cuff, so we needed to design and build a 
new set of upper arm links for the exoskeleton (see Fig. 2).  To perform this task, the original 
mechanical designer for the exoskeleton was hired as a consultant to design a new set of links, 
which were successfully integrated into the current design. 
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Figure 1:  Old upper arm attachment used an elbow brace (left), whereas the new system uses an 
upper arm brace (right).  The JR3 force sensor (blue disc), connects the arm brace to the links. 
 
 

  

Figure 2:  CAD drawings of old (left) and new (right) upper arm linkages.  The thickness was 
increased from 1/4 inch to 3/4 inch to decreasing flexing at the force-torque sensor mount. 

 
 

3.1 � Task 1:  Exoskeleton Modeling and Shoulder Biomechanics 
This task focuses on the development of a dynamic model of the exoskeleton that can be used 
for control feedforward and the implementation of a biomechanical model of shoulder elevation 
that for driving the scapula joint. 
 
3.1.1 Develop exoskeleton dynamic model 
The dynamic model consisted of two parts:  mass model (for gravity compensation), and a 
friction feedforward model.  These are broken down below. 
 

a) Gravity Modeling:  A program was written in Mathematica to estimate the gravitational 
load based on the mass model parameters from the CAD model.  The estimated link 
mass parameters as a function of the passive adjustable link length segments for the 
scapula, upper arm, forearm (LS, Lu, LF) are shown in Table 1. 
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Table 1:  Estimated link mass parameters from the Mathematica program. 
 

 
The Mathematic program was ported over to C code and tested on the exoskeleton.  
Preliminary results are promising, and the mass estimates are being refined for the new 
upper arm and scapula links. 
 

b) Friction Modeling:  The exoskeleton was disassembled so that the friction of each joint 
could be characterized for model feedforward in the control system.  The results of the 
friction testing are summarized in Fig. 3.  Each joint shows a characteristic stiction effect 
near zero velocity and a linear viscous effect at higher speeds.  This model was ported 
over to C code and tested on the exoskeleton.  The model seems to overcompensate, 
but works fairly well when reduced to 80%. 

 

 

Figure 3:  Friction torque versus speed of the five powered exoskeleton joints. 
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3.1.2 Develop biomechanical model of scapula motion 
The biomechanical model of shoulder elevation shown in Fig. 4 (Moeslund et al, 2003) was 
used to drive the scapula joint to keep the exoskeleton shoulder aligned with the human 
shoulder.  The humerus angle was calculated from the exoskeleton joint angles and used to 
determine the humerus elevation.  The humerus elevation was then input into this model to 
determine the desired shoulder elevation, which as then divided by the scapula link length to 
determine the desired rotation angle of the scapula joint.  A PD controller was then used to drive 
the scapula joint to keep the exoskeleton shoulder aligned with the subject's shoulder.  Details 
can be found in Carignan et al, 2009 (Appendix 8.2). 
 

 
 

Figure 4: Vertical displacement of shoulder joint as function of humerus elevation. 
 
 
3.2 � Task 2.  Develop exoskeleton rehabilitation exercises  and controllers 
This task entails the development of the shoulder exercises and associated controller to drive 
them. 
 
3.2.1 Select shoulder therapy exercises 
The exercise tasks that will be performed in this study are shown in Table 2 along with arm 
position and load parameters.  The position of the upper arm is represented in global 
coordinates as illustrated in Fig. 5 (left) with the shoulder at the center of the globe 
(Doorenbosch et al, 2003).  Longitude represents planes of elevation where the south pole is 0º 
(arm straight down) and the equator is at 90º (arm horizontal).  Latitudes represent the amount 
of elevation in a plane of elevation.  An azimuth of 0º represents the arm pointing straight out to 
the right side in the equatorial plane as shown on the right in Fig. 5, and 90º indicates the arm 
pointing straight ahead.  The orientation of the forearm relative to this latitude is the angle of the 
upper arm.  The body planes are shown in Fig. 6.  Most of the hand movement during these 
tasks occurs in one or more of these planes with the exception of the scapula plane oriented at 
30º with respect to the coronal (a.k.a. frontal) plane.  Some of the configurations of the 
exoskeleton for the isolateral shoulder exercises are shown in Fig. 7. 
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Table 2:  Exercise tasks for pilot study protocol at NRH. 

Upper Arm Position Tasks Latitude Longitude 
Movement 

Plane 
Load/ 

Resistance* 
Isolateral Exercise    % 1RM 
Arm Extension 0º/90º 90º Sagittal 25-50-75 
Lateral Raise 0º/90º 30º Scapula 25-50-75 
Internal/External Rotation 0º 30º/150º Transverse 25-50-75 
Rear Deltoid 90º 90º/0º Tranverse 25-50-75 
Functional Training    N 
Reach to Pop Balloons 90º/120º 30º/150º Various 10 
Paint Wall with Roller Brush 60º +60º/-60º Coronal 20/40 

*% of 1 rep max or hand force 

 
Fig. 5: Global coordinate system used to represent arm configuration:  Fig. 6:  Body planes. 
 front view (left), and equatorial plane (right). 
 

 
Figure 7:  MGA Exoskeleton in several configuration:  (a) full shoulder adduction, (b) 90º shoulder 
abduction, (c) mid-elbow flexion, and (d) full lateral (external) rotation. 
 

The graphical interface developed for the virtual wall-painting task was developed using the 
open source Qt4 graphics application and is shown in Fig. 8.  The virtual wall is located in the 
Coronal plane at about 40 cm from the intersection of the body plane axes. The subject starts 
with their hand a few centimeters in front of the wall and then moves forward until "contact" is 
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made with the wall as seen in Fig. 9.  The subject is told to hold a constant force on the surface 
while painting the wall with the virtual roller brush. 
 

  
Fig. 8: Qt graphics display developed for. Fig. 9:  Exoskeleton handle exerts forces back 
 virtual wall painting task. on subject as roller brush contacts wall. 
 
3.2.2 Develop controllers to support the protocols 
The composite controller architecture shown in Fig. 10 was developed to control the 
exoskeleton.  This allows the simultaneous control of different sets of joints at the same time 
(Carignan et al, 2007).  The exoskeleton joints are first parsed into mutually exclusive sets of 
subcontrollers based on the activation of human arm joints during the exercise: scapula (Sc), 
shoulder (GH), elbow orbit (EO), elbow pitch (EP), and wrist translation (XW). Only certain 
combinations are allowed; for example, shoulder GH/elbow pitch or wrist translation/elbow orbit 
are permitted, but not wrist translation/shoulder GH because they have overlapping joints. Each 
of these joint sets can be selected to operate in either impedance or admittance mode 
depending upon the desired impedance values. The joint servo modes are set by the composite 
controller to accept either position or torque commands from the corresponding subcontroller, 
such as the ones used for the wall-painting task shown in Fig. 11. 
 
 

  
 

Fig. 10: Composite controller activates sets of. Fig. 11:  Admittance (XW) and elbow orbit (EO). 
 modules which than activate joints. control modules used for wall-painting. 
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3.3 � Task 3.  Conduct pilot study with the exoskeleton 
This task is centered around developing the test protocol and clinical interfaces for controlling 
and monitoring the exoskeleton during the clinical trials. 
 
3.3.1 Develop test protocol and clinical interfaces 
The clinical protocol and consent forms for validation testing of the exoskeleton at the National 
Rehabilitation Hospital are shown in Appendices 8.7 and 8.8.  The protocol was submitted to the 
MedStar Institute Review Board and USAMRMC Office of Human Subject Protections and 
approved in September. 

Several clincal graphical user interfaces were developed to control and monitor the exoskeleton 
for testing.  The isolateral exercise control panel shown in Fig. 12 allows the therapist to select 
the axis of rotation (left) and choose either isotonic or isokinetic modes (right).  The level or 
resistance or speed can be adjusted using a radio button that sets discrete values or a slider for 
continuous adjustment. 

A draft version of the telemetry panel is shown in Fig. 13.  This GUI will allow the clinician to 
view the position of the exoskeleton in different planes as well as the forces in the elbow (upper 
arm) and hand force sensors.  An advanced version (currently under development) will 
incorporate a 3D graphical view of the exoskeleton and ellipsoids to represent force levels.  
Safety status will also be displayed on this panel. 

 

  
Fig. 12:  Clinician control panel developed for Fig. 13:  Telemetry panel under development  
 isolateral shoulder exercises. for monitoring position and force. 

 
 
3.3.2 Exoskeleton therapy testing 
We have not begun clinical testing at NRH for several reasons.  The safety system has not been 
fully integrated into the system due to problems with noise in current monitoring channels.  In 
addition, we are still developing the graphical interfaces for the clinician as well as data logging 
software.  Finally, there are currently severe space limitations in the robotics lab at NRH, which 
will be alleviated in the lab's expansion in the spring. 
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4 Key Research Accomplishments 
 
The key research accomplishments for the first year are listed in bulleted form below: 

• Developed and implemented a composite control architecture 
o shoulder rotation controller for the isolateral shoulder exercises 
o impedance controller for the functional training exercises 
o PD controller to drive the scapula based on humerus elevation 

• Developed and tested exercise protocols 
o isolateral shoulder exercises (lateral raise, ab/adduction, rotation) 
o functional training protocols (wall painting, reaching task) 

• Developed graphical interfaces for stroke rehabilitation 
o Virtual wall painting task 
o Balloon popping (reaching) task 

• Developed dynamic model of exoskeleton for feedforward control 
o gravity compensation based on mass model 
o friction model for each actuator using velocity servoing tests 

• Drafted command GUIs for inputting parameters 
o isolateral shoulder exercises 
o functional training tasks 

• Developed clinical GUI for telemetry feedback 
o Position of arm (joint, Cartesian) 
o Elbow and wrist force sensors (force, torque) 

• Implemented single fault-tolerant safety system 
o absolute/incremental encoder comparison checks 
o motor torque command/current monitor comparison checks 

• Wrote task protocol for testing exoskeleton on human subjects 
o submitted and approved by MedStar IRB 
o submitted and approved by USAMRMC HRP 

 
5 Reportable Outcomes 
 
The kickoff meeting for this grant took place in March, 2008, and the presentation is included in 
Appendix 8.7  The major products for this year are two conference papers (Appendices 8.1-2), 
three symposia presentations (Appendices 8.5-7), and test protocol materials submitted to the 
MedStar Institute Review Board (Appendices 8.8-10).  Copies of these documents are provided 
in the appendices.  We were invited to take part in the IEEE/EMBS Spring Symposium on 
"Technology for the Golden Years" held at the Univerity of Maryland in May 2008 (see flyer in 
Appendix 8.3) in which we gave a presentation (Appendix 8.4) and live demonstration of the 
exoskeleton.  Approximately 100 people from academia and industry attended the symposium, 
and the demo was featured in the IEEE Scanner highlighted (Appendix 8.5).  We also submitted 
two SBIR proposals on modular exoskeleton design to the Department of Defense (June, 2008) 
and the National Science Foundation (December, 2008) toward the goal of technology 
commercialization of the exoskeleton. 
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5.1 � Publications 
• IEEE International Conference on Robotics and Automation, May 22, Pasadena, Calif., 

regular paper:  "Controlling Shoulder Impedance in a Rehabilitation Arm Exoskeleton" 
(Appendix 8.1) 

• World Haptics Symposium, March 18-20, 2009, Salt Lake City, Utah, regular paper:  
"Virtual Task Training using the MGA Exoskeleton", C. Carignan, J. Tang, S. Roderick 
(Appendix 8.2) 

 
5.2 � Presentations 

• TATRC Grant Kick-off Meeting, March 6, National Rehabilitation Hospital, Washington, 
DC (Appendix 8.7) 

• IEEE Spring Symposium on Technology for the Golden Years, May 10, University of 
Maryland, College Park, invited presentation:  "Robotics for Strength Training and 
Rehabilitation" (Appendix 8.4) 

• NSCA PA State Strength & Conditioning Clinic, June 28, Juniata College, PA, invited 
presentation:  "Robotic Exoskeletons for Strength Training and Rehabilitation" (Appendix 
8.6) 

5.3 � IRB Documents 
• Human Subjects Test Protocol (Appendix 8.8) 
• Informed Consent Form (Appendix 8.9) 
• Subject Survey (Appendix 8.10) 

 
6 Conclusions 
 
The rehabilitation arm exoskeleton project has continued to lay the ground work for developing  
therapy aid tools for clinics of the future.  We made significant progress on all fronts as outlined 
under the section on Key Research Accomplishments.  Although the first year was highly 
successful, we encountered a number of problems that took additional resources to address 
and thus prevented us from performing the initial pilot study.  The following highlights the more 
critical issues: 

(1)  As already mentioned above, we needed to design and fabricate new upper arm links and 
hire back the original mechanical engineer to perform this work.  Fees to support his time and to 
fabricate the new links were not in the original budget. 

(2) The current monitoring signal from the motor amplifiers was very noisy, which made it 
difficult to use as a check against the current command data.  This discrepancy has caused 
significant delays in bringing the safety system on line. 

(3) We needed to develop gravity and friction models of the exoskeleton for feedforward control 
compensation.  This took much more time than originally anticipated as it required dismantling 
the exoskeleton to velocity servo the motors for friction testing and developing a gravity model 
to obtain precise mass parameter estimates. 

(4) We discovered that there are no good open source toolkits available for developing virtual 
reality graphics for building graphics for the functional training protocols.  Therefore, we needed 
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to develop our own repository of graphics tools using QT3, which took more time than 
anticipated. 

(5) Control software development using the current architecture proved exceedingly difficult 
because it was developed for a robotic manipulator, not an exoskeleton.  It was never intended 
to accommodate multiple force sensors or composite control. 

We are currently applying for a grant continuation for another year.  The next year will focus 
more on development that will bring the exoskeleton to a clinical operational status.  The 
command GUIs will be converted to more user-friendly panels, and the telemetry will be 
graphical rather than text-based.  The collection of data will be more automated and processed 
into commonly-used therapy metrics.  The safety system  will be augmented so that the clinician 
can input anatomical workspace/loading limits to enhance patient safety.  The conversion of the 
software system to Orocos will yield a more robust architecture that is easier to modify.  Finally, 
the multi-session clinical trial will compare the effectiveness of isolateral shoulder exercises 
performed with the exoskeleton to those done manually. 
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8 Appendices 
 
8.1 Paper:  "Controlling Shoulder Impedance in a Rehabilitation Arm 
Exoskeleton",   ICRA, Pasadena, May 2008 



Controlling Shoulder Impedance in a
Rehabilitation Arm Exoskeleton

Craig R. Carignan, Michael P. Naylor, and Stephen N. Roderick

Abstract— A control methodology is developed for modulat-
ing shoulder impedance in an arm exoskeleton during physical
therapy. Setting the remote center of compliance at the shoulder
will allow the exoskeleton to enact resistance training protocols
that strengthen the rotator cuff and other joint musculature
supporting the shoulder complex. The rotational kinematics
for the shoulder are first derived, and then the torques applied
at the shoulder are estimated using force sensors placed at
the hand and elbow interfaces. Impedance and admittance
control schemes are both developed for realizing isolateral
strengthening exercises, and some preliminary experimental
results are presented for implementation on an arm exoskeleton
currently under development.

I. INTRODUCTION
In most manipulator applications, the remote center of

compliance is located at the tool tip and controlled using
force readings from a sensor located in the wrist. Likewise,
exoskeletons developed for virtual reality (VR) applications
usually reflect forces at the hand resulting from interaction
with virtual environments [1]. This type of force reflection
can be met by using a central controller to simultaneously
move all of the exoskeleton joints to exert a desired force
at the hand. However, this strategy is ineffective for reha-
bilitation applications where individual arm joints are being
targeted for physical therapy.

In a rehabilitation arm exoskeleton, the remote center of
compliance is any joint-muscle group in the arm being tar-
geted for therapy. For example, during the shoulder extension
exercise shown in Fig. 1, the resistance about the shoulder
lateral axis needs to be controlled by the exoskeleton over
the range of motion. An additional complication is that a
force-torque sensor placed at the wrist or hand does not
alone provide enough information to determine the torques
in the shoulder joint. Therefore alternative force sensor
emplacement strategies also need to be investigated.

In this article, dual impedance-admittance control ap-
proaches are investigated for modulating impedance in the
shoulder joint during exercise therapy. The shoulder-axis
can either be fixed or vary with configuration of the arm.
Impedance control schemes are explored that use force-
torque sensors placed at the hand and elbow to estimate the

This work was support by the U.S. Army Telemedicine and Advanced
Technology Research Center (TATRC), Ford Detrick, Maryland

C. Carignan is a research associate professor with the Imaging Science
and Information Systems Center, Georgetown University, Washington DC
20057 USA crc32@georgetown.edu

M. Naylor and S. Roderick were faculty research associates with the
Space Systems Laboratory, University of Maryland, College Park MD 20740
USA; Naylor is now a robotics engineer with Accuray, Inc., Sunnyvale
CA mnaylor@accuray.com and Roderick is a consulting engineer
snrkiwi-2007@yahoo.com

applied forces. Some preliminary test results are presented
for implementing impedance control for realizing isolateral
exercises.

Fig. 1. The MGA Exoskeleton has five powered joints including a three-
axis intersecting shoulder and a scapula elevation joint.

II. PREVIOUS WORK

Most arm exoskeletons built to-date were developed as
either force-reflecting master arms for teleoperation or as
haptic devices for virtual reality (VR) applications [1]. In
these applications, “contact” forces are imparted at the han-
dle of the exoskeleton that replicate forces sensed by a slave
arm or by interaction with a virtual environment. A basic
form of impedance control is usually implemented in which
the Cartesian forces at the handle are mapped into joint
torque commands using the Jacobian [10]. This approach
eliminates the need to compute the inverse kinematics and
is stable at low impedances.

The main drawback of impedance control is that good
force replication at the handle requires compensation of the
natural dynamics of the exoskeleton, such as gravity loading
and drive friction. A force loop wrapped around the force
sensor can reduce unmodeled effects [2], but it can also
easily destabilize the system. The Exoskeleton Arm-Master
[1] and the L-Exos Exoskeleton [7] are classic examples of
exoskeletons that use this approach.

An alternative approach called “admittance” control has
primarily been used to control manipulators used as large-
reach haptic devices [3], [5]. In this approach, the sensed
force at the handle is used as the input to a desired impedance
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model, which outputs a desired motion to be imparted at the
hand. The Cartesian position is mapped into joint position
commands using the inverse kinematics, which are then input
to a proportional-derivative (PD) servocontroller to drive the
joints to the desired position.

The main advantage of the admittance approach is that
the high gains of the joint position servo-loop are used to
reject unmodeled dynamics without resorting to model feed-
forward. However, it has the major drawback of instability
for high admittance (low impedance), which is the opposite
of impedance control [9]. The Sensor Arm [11] is an example
of an exoskeleton implementing this approach, and the more
recent ARMin Exoskeleton [12] appears to be able to operate
in either admittance or impedance mode.

Almost all exoskeleton designs incorporate a six-axis force
sensor at the gripper for determining forces applied at the
hand [7]. Some designs use force-torque sensors mounted on
the links to obtain forces at other locations along the arm.
The ARMin reacts loads to the distal end of the forearm link
through force-torque sensor attached to a wrist cuff [12]. The
Sensor Arm [11] uses concentric rings connected by strain
gauges to determine forces applied by the arm, where the
inner ring is secured to the limb using an inflatable bladder.
Attempting to use torque cells at the exoskeleton joints to
derive torques in the human joints is fraught with difficulties
because the exoskeleton joints do not align with the human
joints and the internal joint dynamics corrupt the readings.
Thus this approach is rarely used.

III. SHOULDER KINEMATICS

The human shoulder (glenohumeral) joint is a ball-
and-socket joint capable of abduction/adduction, flex-
ion/extension, and internal/external rotation as shown in
Figure 2. In addition, the glenohumeral joint translates
along the surface of a sphere as the humerus (upper arm)
elevates producing both shoulder elevation/depression and
pronation/supination (in and out of plane). The ability to
replicate this “scapulo-humeral rhythm” is key to realizing
natural movement of the shoulder. The exoskeleton uses
three serially-connected rotational joints with intersecting
axes to replicate this motion. However, the axes of rotation do
not always correspond to the anatomical abduction-flexion-
rotation axes.

Figure 3 shows the kinematic configuration of the MGA
Exoskeleton along with and Denavit-Hartenburg (D-H) link
frame assignments [6]. The D-H parameters for the kinemat-
ics are given in Table I except for the scapula joint 0 which
is mounted perpendicular to the coronal plane. The angle
between the z0 and z1 axis is 30◦, and the angle between the
z3 and z4 axis is 45◦. The scapula, upper arm, and forearm
links all have passive sliding joints to accommodate variable
subject geometry: LS = 14.0− 25.6 cm, LU = 27.3− 31.3
cm, and LF = 30.0 − 39.0 cm. The displacement of the
force sensors along the z-axis of their respective frames are
LSh

= 5.72 cm and LSe
= 7.62 cm.

Fig. 2. Movements of the human arm and shoulder girdle.

TABLE I
D-H PARAMETERS FOR THE MGA EXOSKELETON.

link ai−1 αi−1 di θi* home
i (cm) (deg) (cm) (deg)
1 0 +30 0 +90
2 0 −90 0 −105

3 0 +90
√

2LU −90
4 0 −45 −LU 0
5 0 −90 LF 0

A. Arbitrary Shoulder Rotation

Shoulder rotation is defined as the orientation of the upper
arm frame {U} with respect to the body frame {B}. Frame
{U} is co-located with frame {4} but with the zU -axis
directed along the humerus away from the shoulder. It can
thus be defined as a 45◦ rotation of frame {3} about the
x3-axis, i.e. 3RU = RX(45◦), followed by a translation of
−LU/

√
2 along the z4-axis

BRU = BR0
0R3

3RU (1)

where BR0 = RX(−θ0). The shoulder orientation 0R3

relative to the base is determined by using the D-H Table
to find the local link transformations iRi+1 and cascading
the resulting rotation matrices for links 1-3. The direction of
the humeral axis in the body frame {B} is given by B ẑU ,
the third column of BRU , which is used to compute the axis
of rotation for internal/external shoulder rotation exercises.

B. Self-Motion Shoulder Rotation

During exercise involving translation of the hand, the free-
axis of shoulder rotation is along a straight line from the
shoulder to the wrist as shown in Figure 4. Because the axis
passes through the wrist, rotation about this axis or “elbow
orbit” produces no motion of the wrist and is thus referred
to as “self-motion”. The elbow “orbit” angle φ is defined
as the angle that the plane formed by the points S, E, and
W makes with the reference plane defined by the reference
vector, v̂, and the shoulder-wrist vector, pw [8].
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Fig. 3. MGA Exoskeleton link frame assignments shown in the frontal
(coronal) plane. The exoskeleton joint axes are along the zi-axes with
rotations indicated by an arrow. The body planes are shown in the inset
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:BodyPlanes.jpg).

Let the vectors from the shoulder to the wrist and elbow
be defined as pw and pe, respectively, and let v̂ denote an
arbitrary fixed unit reference vector in frame 0. The roll angle
of the SEW plane or “elbow orbit angle” is defined as the
angle between pp and p`

tanφ ≡ p̂T
w(p` × pp)

p`
T pp

(2)

φ is calculated by using the forward kinematics to compute
pw and pe and then performing the vector operation in (2)
numerically.

IV. ISOLATERAL EXERCISE CONTROL

Iso-lateral exercises are those that occur around a single
rotation axis of the shoulder and closely resemble those
performed manually with dumbbells, rubber tubing, and
exercise machines [13]. Examples of shoulder rotation exer-
cises include internal/external rotation and shoulder abduc-
tion/adduction as shown in Figures 5 and 6, respectively.
In isolateral exercises, the motion of the shoulder joints is
determined by the motion of the upper arm. In self-motion
exercises, the axis of rotation is automatically specified by
the position of the wrist.

Fig. 4. Self-motion of the arm or “elbow orbit” occurs about a line from
the shoulder to the wrist.

TABLE II
ISOLATERAL CONTROL EXERCISES.

Exercise Plane of Motion Rotation Axis Azim./Elev.
Ab/Adduction frontal [1, 0, 0] 90◦/0◦-90◦
Flex/Extension saggital [0, 1, 0] 0◦/0◦-90◦
Ab/Adduction transverse [0, 0, 1] 0◦-90◦/90◦

Elevation scapula [
√

3/2, 1/2, 0] 60◦/0◦-90◦

Int/Ext Rotation ⊥humerus SE, BzU −/−
Elbow Orbit ⊥shoulder-wrist SW , 0p5 −/−

Some common isolateral exercises are shown in Table II.
The second column indicates the plane of motion, and the
third column indicates the axis of rotation. The final column
specifies the azimuth and elevation of the humerus during
the exercise. Azimuth corresponds to the rotation about the
longitudinal axis zB (0◦ is straight ahead) and elevation is
the angle the humerus makes with the longitudinal axis (0◦

is straight down).

Fig. 5. Exoskeleton shown performing external/internal rotation at about
90◦ elbow flexion.

Exercises are implemented using the modular “composite”
control architecture shown in Figure 7 [4]. The exoskeleton
joints are first parsed into mutually exclusive sets of subcon-
trollers based on the activation of human arm joints during
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Fig. 6. Exoskeleton shown at 90◦ shoulder abduction.

the exercise: scapula (Sc), shoulder (GH), elbow orbit (EO),
elbow pitch (EP), and wrist translation (XW). Only certain
combinations are allowed; for example, shoulder GH/elbow
pitch or wrist translation/elbow orbit are permitted, but not
wrist translation/shoulder GH because they have overlapping
joints. Each of these joint sets can be selected to operate
in either impedance or admittance mode depending upon
the desired impedance values. The joint servo modes are
set by the composite controller to accept either position or
torque commands from the corresponding subcontroller. The
shoulder GH controllers are discussed in more detail below.

Fig. 7. The Sc Admittance, GH Impedance, and EP Admittance modules
are shown here being enabled by the composite controller for a shoulder
rotation exercise. The Sc and EP output scapula and elbow position
commands, respectively, whereas the GH module outputs shoulder torque
commands. A joint mode command of either “position” or “torque” is sent
to each motor servo by the composite controller to enable the appropriate
input. (Subcontrollers: Sc=scapula, GH=glenohumeral, EP=elbow pitch,
EO=elbow orbit, XW=wrist translation.)

A. Shoulder Impedance Module

The shoulder impedance controller is primarily used
for low resistance shoulder rotation exercises. The desired

impedance is multiplied by the angular velocity of the glen-
humeral (GH) joint shown in Figure 8 to produce a desired
Cartesian torque Tdes. The desired torque and “sensed”
torque are then “differenced” to form a torque error and
multiplied by a feedback gain KF . The desired torque and
feedback error are then converted back to joint coordinates
to produce a desired torque τdes. The desired torque and
feedforward compensation τfwd are then summed to form
the control command τ to the motors.

Fig. 8. Impedance controller used for shoulder axis rotation.

The desired stiffness and damping are set in ZGHdes
to

have the specified values about the axis of rotation and high
values about the off-axes to maintain isolateral rotation. The
z-axis of a rotation frame {C} is aligned with the desired axis
of rotation, and then BRC is the transformation between the
rotation frame and the body frame. Thus, the desired stiffness
in ZGHdes

can be found from

KGHd
= BRCKC

BRT
C (3)

where KC is the stiffness in the rotation frame (same for
damping). If the rotation is about the humeral axis, then
the z-axis of the compliance frame aligns with the humerus
longitudinal axis so that BRC = BRU .

B. Shoulder Admittance Module
The shoulder admittance controller is shown in Figure 9.

The elbow and hand force torque sensors are used to derive
the humerus and the azimuth-elevation torques. The desired
admittance is then multiplied by either the humerus or az-
el torques to produced the desired rotational velocity of
the shoulder in the base frame, ωd. The desired Cartesian
velocity is then multiplied by the inverse Jacobian to obtain
the desired velocities of the shoulder joints θ̇Sd

. The desired
velocity is then integrated and fed into a joint PD controller
to drive the exoskeleton joint angles to the desired positions.
Since the torques in the human glenohumeral joint cannot
be directly measured, the shoulder torque inputs in Fig. 9
must be estimated using force sensors mounted at the arm-
exoskeleton interfaces. The estimation of shoulder torques is
discussed in the next section.
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Fig. 9. The admittance controller for the shoulder uses force inputs from
the elbow and hand force sensors to compute the commanded shoulder
rotational velocity based on the desired admittance.

V. SHOULDER TORQUE ESTIMATION

The force sensors located at the hand and elbow inter-
faces can be used to estimate the shoulder torques for the
admittance controller shown in Fig. 9. For general shoulder
rotations, the shoulder torques can be decomposed into
those perpendicular to the humeral axis and those about
the humeral axis. The perpendicular torques are determined
using the elbow sensor, and torques about the humerus axis
are more accurately estimated using the hand sensor.

A. Azimuth/Elevation Torques

The shoulder azimuth and elevation torques are estimated
by projecting the force and moment from the elbow sensor to
frame {0}. The elbow force and moment in the sensor frame,
fSe

and nSe
, are first converted to the upper arm frame using

UfU = URSefSe (4)
UnU = UpSe × UfU + URSenSe (5)

where UpSe
= [0 0 LSe

]T and URSe
= RZ(45◦) represent

the fixed position and orientation of the elbow sensor in
frame {U}. The moment in frame {0} is then found from
(4) and (5) using

0nU = 0pU × 0RU
UfU + 0RU

UnU (6)

where 0pU = 0p4. The moment can then be converted to
frame {B} coordinates through pre-multiplying (6) by BR0.

B. Humeral Torque

The torque about the upper arm is found from the compo-
nent of the hand force that is tangent to the humeral axis, i.e.
the z4 direction. The hand sensor is fixed to frame {5} at a
distance LSh

along the z5-axis and oriented at an angle 45◦

about z5 so that 5pSh
= [0 0 LSh

]T and 5RSh
= RZ(45◦).

The hand sensor force in frame {4} is found from

4f5 = 4R5
5RSh

fSh
(7)

where fSh
is the sensor reading. The humeral torque is found

using the sensor’s z-force and the perpendicular component
of the forearm relative to the upper arm

τUA = (LF + LSh
)sin(θ4)4f5 • ẑ (8)

where θ4 is the elbow flexion.

C. Elbow Orbit Torque

The z-component of the elbow force sensor in fSe can
also be used to determine the torque, τφ, exerted about the
shoulder-wrist axis, pw. The elbow orbit torque is calculated
by taking the product of the the z-component of the force
and multiplying it by the moment arm

τφ ≡ | pp | fSe • ẑ (9)

where pp is the minimum distance from the elbow to SW .

VI. SHOULDER EXPERIMENTS
Several experiments were conducted to validate the oper-

ation of the shoulder and elbow orbit admittance modules
during simulated exercises. Since a feedforward model for
the exoskeleton is still under development, the impedance
module was not tested. The scapula joint was maintained at
0◦ throughout these tests.

A. Shoulder Abduction Experiment

The shoulder admittance controller was used to program
a constant resistance during a lateral raise exercise in the
scapula plane. The upper arm was initially oriented straight
down by the side at 0◦ elevation parallel to zB but with the
xU -axis rotated inward approximately 30◦ about the +zB-
axis. The upper arm was then elevated about the xU -axis
to a horizontal position similar to that shown in Figure 6.
The desired stiffness was set to kdiag = [0 500 500] N-
m/rad so that it was free to rotate about the xU -axis but
stiff in the off-axis directions. The desired damping was set
to bdiag = [100 500 500] N-m/rad/sec so that the desired
impedance about the xU -axis was pure viscous damping.

The resulting angular displacement and rate are shown
in Figure 10. The angle decreases in magnitude as the
humerus elevates to a horizontal position, and then reverses
direction as it descends. The shoulder torque estimated using
the elbow sensor is shown in Figure 11. The torque is
predominantly about the rotational axis xU and reaches a
peak of about 20 rad/sec. The velocity during the abduction
phase is approximately 0.2 rad/sec, which would be expected
to produce a torque of approximately bdω=20 N-m which
agrees with the actual values shown in Figure 11.

B. Self-Motion Experiment

In this experiment, the subject executes a pure elbow orbit
maneuver by “rolling” the elbow about the shoulder-wrist
line first counterclockwise and then clockwise as viewed
from the shoulder. The desired elbow orbit impedance was
set to be a pure rotational damping of Zφdes

= 50 N-
m/rad/sec so that the exerted torque should be proportional
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Fig. 10. Eigen-axis angle and rate during lateral abduction.

Fig. 11. Torques in the shoulder during lateral abduction.

to the rotational velocity. The resulting elbow orbit angle and
torque are shown in Figure 12. The slope of the elbow orbit
angle is approximately constant giving an angular velocity
of about 0.1 rad/sec. The torque flips signs as the direction
of rotation changes yielding a value of about 5 N-m during
the maneuver.

Fig. 12. Elbow orbit angle and torque for bφ = 50 N-m/rad/s during
accommodation maneuver.

VII. CONCLUSION

Rotational kinematics were developed for controlling the
shoulder joints of an arm exoskeleton for several isolateral
exercise protocols. A torque estimation scheme based on dual
force sensors was used to supply torque input to the shoulder

GH admittance controller. The admittance controller demon-
strated good ability to track a pure damping impedance for
isolateral rotation or elbow orbit, which does not rely on
model feedforward. Although the shoulder GH impedance
controller has also been coded, gravity and friction feedfor-
ward models need to be developed before the controller can
be used.

Work is currently in-progress to fully develop the other
control modules so that a full cadre of exercise protocols can
be implemented. Impedance parameters are being determined
for a variety of exercise protocols that take into account the
human strength potentials over the range of motion. In addi-
tion, VR protocols are also being created to implement func-
tional training and proprioceptive neuromuscular facilitation
(PNF) patterns. After the protocols have been developed,
clinical trials will be conducted and compared with results
from manual therapy and passive exercise machines.
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ABSTRACT

This paper outlines the development of a virtual wall-painting task
performed in a graphical environment using an arm exoskeleton
for haptic rendering. A composite controller is implemented to
drive the exoskeleton, and a “Qt” graphics library is used to render
the task on a computer display. Inter-process communications are
used to command the motions of the paint brush using hand motion
telemetry from the exoskeleton. Preliminary results are reviewed
for the virtual wall-painting task where wall stiffness and viscosity
are realized using an admittance controller. Work-in-progress on an
impedance controller for low admittance realization and a clinical
interface for selecting task parameters are also discussed.

Index Terms: H.1.2 [Information Systems]: User/Machine
Systems—Human Information Processing; B.1.m [Hardware]:
Control Structures and Microprogramming—Miscellaneous

1 INTRODUCTION

Combining virtual reality graphics and force-feedback robotics will
provide future therapists with powerful new tools for enhancing re-
habilitation outcome through performance of “virtual” tasks. In this
scenario, simulated tasks with selectable parameters are generated
on a computer display while the exoskeleton provides haptic (force)
feedback in response to the subject’s movement. A force sensor lo-
cated at the hand gripper senses the forces being exerted by “con-
tact” with the virtual environment and relays them to the controller
which commands the exoskeleton in response to the interaction.

Exoskeletons provide a particular advantage over other forms of
robots for therapy. Because they surround the whole arm, their mo-
tion is more anthropomorphic creating a range of motion that is
comparable to the human’s. In addition, exoskeletons can support
the limbs of the patient during therapy. This support allows a more
seamless transition between assistive and resistive therapy as a pa-
tient progresses.

The arm exoskeleton used in this development was specifi-
cally designed for rehabilitation of the shoulder. The Maryland-
Georgetown-Army (MGA) Exoskeleton, shown in Fig. 1, is a
six degree-of-freedom (DOF) device with three shoulder joints, a
scapula joint, an elbow pitch joint, and a passive forearm roll joint.
The shoulder joint consists of three rotary joints with intersecting
axes to replicate the human “ball-and-socket” shoulder joint. In ad-
dition, a scapula joint mounted on the torso is used to replicate the
shoulder elevation and depression [2] that occurs as the result of
tilting of the scapula joint about the thorax in humans [1]. Other
exoskeleletons, such as ARMin II [10] and EXARM [15], also incor-
porate various degrees of shoulder translation in their designs.

Several rehabilitation exoskeletons built to-date have incorpo-
rated virtual reality techniques in their protocol regimen. L-Exos
built by PERCRO in Italy is a 5-DOF exoskeleton that can cover
the full range of motion of the human arm [8]. A reaching task

∗e-mail: crc32@georgetown.edu
†e-mail: jt96@georgetown.edu
‡e-mail: sroderic@umd.edu

was generated using XVR graphics consisting of several moving
spheres that needed to be grasped by subjects. Clinical trials on a
group of nine post-stroke subjects resulted in significant improve-
ments in reaching performance [7].

The ARMin, developed by ETH in Switzerland, is rehabilitation
arm exoskeleton that has 3 DOFs in the shoulder and 1 DOF at the
elbow [12]. A game therapy experiment was generated in which
a ball was dropped in a virtual environment and the subject had
to “catch” the ball. In trials conducted with hemiplegic and spinal
cord injury patients, motor functions were improved as noted by
decreased reliance on robot support, increased range of motion of
the upper limb, and increased motor coordination.

In this work, a cross platform graphical tool called “Qt” was used
to develop the virtual environment for training as well as the graph-
ical user interfaces for operation. A flexible controller architecture
based on composite patterns was used to drive different sets of ex-
oskeleton joints to accomplish multiple objectives. The kinematic
design of the exoskeleton is first described in Section 2, and then
the modular control approach is described in Section 3. The de-
velopment of the graphical interfaces for the wall-painting task are
described in Section 4 along with preliminary experimental results.
Discussion of the results and plans for future work are outlined in
Section 5.

Figure 1: MGA Exoskeleton being used to perform a shoulder rota-
tion exercise.

2 EXOSKELETON DESIGN

The MGA Exoskeleton has a total of five actuated joints and one un-
powered joint. The first joint axis, along the sagittal axis (normal to
the back), is used to realize elevation and depression of the GH joint
along an arc with a radius approximately equal to the clavicle length
[4]. An orthogonal, intersecting-axis triad is used to generate rota-
tion about the shoulder glenohumeral (GH) joint. The first shoulder
axis is mounted at a 30◦ angle to the longitudinal axis to rotate the
singularity away from the vertical position (alignment of axes 1 &
3). The third shoulder axis intersects the upper arm at an angle of
45◦ in order to increase the range of motion and is connected to



the upper arm via a cuff attached to a force/torque sensor as seen
in Fig. 2. A single pitch joint drives elbow flexion/extension, and
a passive forearm roll joint aft of the gripper allows free forearm
supination/pronation through rotation of the handle.

Figure 2: A close-up of the MGA Exoskeleton showing the (blue)
force-sensors mounted on the upper arm and wrist.

The schematic shown in Fig. 3 is used to illustrate the basic ar-
ticulation of the exoskeleton. The joint ranges allow the human
arm almost complete freedom of movement within its workspace
although shoulder abduction and flexion are somewhat more re-
stricted [4]. The scapula joint 0 located at B rotates the shoulder
S along an arc of radius BS. Joints 1-3 permit 3-axis rotation about
the shoulder glenohumeral joint located at S. Joint 4 generates el-
bow flexion/extension. Finally, a rotary joint 5 located at the gripper
permits passive rotation about line EW .

Some motion in the exoskeleton still occurs if the position of the
hand is held fixed. In the case of the exoskeleton, this “self-motion”
is the ability of the elbow to “orbit” about the shoulder-wrist SW
shown in Fig. 3. The orbital angle φ is defined as the angle that
the plane formed by the points S, E, and W makes with a reference
plane that is fixed with respect to the base frame [9] and can be
controlled independently of the hand motion.

Figure 3: Schematic representation of MGA Exoskeleton.

Figure 4 shows the kinematic configuration of the MGA Ex-

oskeleton along with and Denavit-Hartenburg (D-H) link frame as-
signments [5]. The D-H parameters for the kinematics are given in
Table 1 except for the scapula joint 0 which is mounted perpendicu-
lar to the coronal plane. The angle between the z0 and z1 axis is 30◦,
and the angle between the z3 and z4 axis is 45◦. The scapula, up-
per arm, and forearm linear linkages all have passive sliding joints
to accommodate variable subject geometry: LS = 14.0− 25.6 cm,
LU = 27.3−31.3 cm, and LF = 30.0−39.0 cm. The displacement
of the force sensors along the z-axis of their respective frames are
LSh = 5.72 cm and LSe = 7.62 cm.

Figure 4: MGA Exoskeleton link frame assignments shown in the
frontal (coronal) plane. The exoskeleton joint axes are along the zi-
axes with rotations indicated by an arrow. Frame U represents the
upper arm frame which is fixed with respect to the elbow frame 4. The
axial directions of the hand and elbow force sensors are represented
by zSH and zSE , respectively. The body planes are shown in the inset
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:BodyPlanes.jpg).

3 CONTROL SYSTEM

An architectural overview of the control system is shown in Fig-
ure 5. The control station runs a Mac OS X operating system and
is used to select protocols, initiate/terminate operation, and moni-
tor subject data. The graphics for the virtual environment is also
launched from this machine. The control station communicates
over the Internet with the robot control computer, which is respon-
sible for control of the exoskeleton and overall patient safety. The
robot control computer runs at 125 Hz using the TimeSys6 real-
time Linux operating system in order to guarantee meeting its safety
deadlines [14]. The joint-level controllers operate at 1000 Hz on a
Galil 6-axis servoboard which accepts either joint position or torque
commands. A custom PCI board mounted in the PC is used to relay



Table 1: D-H parameters for the MGA Exoskeleton.

link ai−1 αi−1 di θi* home
i (cm) (deg) (cm) (deg)
1 0 +30 0 +90
2 0 −90 0 −105
3 0 +90

√
2LU −90

4 0 −45 −LU 0
5 0 −90 LF 0

data from the force-torque sensors to the robot control computer.

Figure 5: Distributed control system architecture.

Exercise protocols are rendered using the modular “composite”
control architecture shown in Figure 6 [3]. The exoskeleton joints
are first parsed into mutually exclusive sets of subcontrollers based
on the activation of human arm joints during the exercise: scapula
(Sc), shoulder (GH), elbow orbit (EO), elbow pitch (EP), and wrist
translation (XW). Only certain combinations are allowed; for ex-
ample, shoulder GH/elbow pitch or wrist translation/elbow orbit are
permitted, but not wrist translation/shoulder GH because they have
overlapping joints. Each of these joint sets can be selected to op-
erate in either impedance or admittance mode depending upon the
desired impedance values [4]. The joint servo modes are set by the
composite controller to accept either position or torque commands
from the corresponding subcontroller.

Figure 7 illustrates a valid composite control manifestation for
the wall-painting task that invokes two sub-controllers: scapula PD
position control for joint 0 and wrist translation/elbow orbit control
for joints 1-4. A tracking (PD) controller is used to independently
drive the scapula joint as a function of the humerus elevation as
determined by the motion of the three shoulder rotation joints. The
wrist translation and elbow orbit motion are co-dependent on the
four arm joint angles and are either determined by force or position
input from the operator. If the impedance version of the module
is used, then the exoskeleton follows the motion of the subject and

Figure 6: The Sc Admittance, GH Impedance, and EP Admit-
tance modules are shown here being enabled by the composite
controller for a shoulder rotation exercise. The Sc and EP out-
put scapula and elbow position commands, respectively, whereas
the GH module outputs shoulder torque commands. A joint mode
command of either “position” or “torque” is sent to each motor
servo by the composite controller to enable the appropriate input.
(Subcontrollers: Sc=scapula, GH=glenohumeral, EP=elbow pitch,
XW/EO=wrist translation/elbow orbit.)

exerts a force in response to contact with the virtual environment.
In the admittance version, the force exerted by the subject on the
exoskeleton is sensed by the force sensors located at the handle and
the upper arm, which in turn drives the motion of the exoskeleton.
Each of these subcontrollers is described in more detail below.

Figure 7: Example composite control pattern for wall-painting task
(PD=proportional-derivative control, AC=admittance control).

3.1 Wrist /Elbow Admittance Module

The admittance controller shown in Figure 8 is used to convert the
sensed contact forces at the hand and torque about the elbow orbit
into desired movements of the exoskeleton. Signals from the force-
torque sensor at the hand are relayed to an admittance model of the
virtual environment, which then outputs a desired velocity for the
wrist, ṗw.

The z-component of the elbow force sensor in fSe is used to de-
termine the torque, τφ , exerted about the shoulder-wrist axis, pw.



The elbow orbit torque is calculated by taking the product of the
the z-component of the force and multiplying it by the moment arm

τφ ≡ | pp | fSe • ẑ (1)

where pp is the minimum distance from the elbow to SW .
The inverse kinematics for the arm joint angles θa are found from

0 p5 and φ using the extended Jacobian approach [16]. Because of
the complex dependence of the wrist position and, in particular, the
elbow orbit angle on the joint angles, an analytical solution for the
exoskeleton inverse kinematics is not realizable. Thus, a Newton-
Raphson iterative procedure is used to determine the change in joint
angles as a function of the desired change in wrist position and
elbow orbit angle.

Figure 8: The admittance controller utilizes force inputs from the force
sensors mounted on the upper arm and handle to compute the de-
sired wrist velocity and elbow orbit angular rate, which are then input
to the inverse kinematics to determine the exoskeleton joint rates.

3.2 Scapula PD Module
Maintaining the center of rotation of the exoskeleton and human
shoulder joints is important because misalignment stresses can
cause discomfort, pain, and possibly even damage to the shoulder
under repetitive motion [13]. Thus the scapula joint is driven by
a PD controller to follow a biomechanical model of the motion of
the glenohumeral (GH) joint as a function of the humerus elevation.
The motion is more accurately represented as a double hinge joint
where the GH joint rotates about the acromioclavicular (AC) joint
which in turn rotates about the sternoclavicular (SC) joint. Data of
GH motion from [11] was used to generate curve fits for the GH
vertical displacement as shown in Figure 9, where 0 displacement
represents the shoulder elevation when the arm is extended hori-
zontally at 90◦. From 0◦ to about 60◦, the motion is dominated
by rotation of the AC joint about the SC joint. After about 80◦,
the rotation of the GH joint about the AC joint begins to contribute
significantly to the GH elevation and also induces sinusoidal oscil-
lations in the curve.

Since the z-axis of frame {U} is along the humerus, the elevation
can be obtained from the dot product of the z-axis of frame {U}
with the z-axis (azimuth) of the body frame {B}. Thus, the humerus
elevation ξ can be determined from the (3,3) element of BRU using

ξ = 180◦− cos−1(BRU3,3) (2)

Figure 9: Vertical displacement of GH joint as function of humerus
elevation.

where ξ = 0◦ when the humerus is vertical against the side of the
trunk. After determining the vertical displacement ∆y from the
curve fits in Figure 9, the desired scapula angle is obtained as fol-
lows:

θ0 = tan−1(∆y/LS) (3)

where the scapula link length LS is adjusted to be the length of the
clavicle, which is approximately 15 cm for the average adult male
[6].

4 WALL PAINTING TASK EXPERIMENT

The graphical interface for the tasks runs in Mac OS X and is writ-
ten in Trolltech QT, a cross platform application framework. There
are two windows used in the graphical interface for virtual wall
painting. The first window is the telemetry window in Fig. 10 show-
ing the Cartesian pose of the exoskeleton and the elbow and wrist
force torque sensor values. The second window is the virtual wall, a
large plain window with only the icon of a paintbrush drawn based
on the Cartesian pose of the exoskeleton as shown in Fig. 11. Move-
ment of the exoskeleton handle is drawn as movement of the paint-
brush. When the roller makes contact with the wall, a bright green
swath is painted along the contact surface.

The graphical user interface for the admittance controller shown
in Figure 12 was used to configure the gains for the wall-painting
task. The stiffness of the wall was chosen to be 1500 N/m, and the
damping was B=1500 N/m/s normal to the wall. In the directions
tangent to the wall, the damping was 100 N/m/s. The elbow orbit
damping was chosen to be 50 N-m/rad/s. The impedance gains cor-
responding to these parameters can be see in the upper right corner
of the GUI.

The virtual wall is located in the Coronal plane at a distance of
0.4 m from the intersection of the body plane axes. The subject
starts with their hand a few centimeters in front of the wall and
then moves forward until contact is made at about 3 sec as seen
in Figure 13. The subject was told to hold a constant force on the
surface, but currently, there is no force level reading returned to
the operator. The force reached a peak of about 60 N for a 3 cm
“deflection” of the wall surface. The projection of the movement
in the y-z plane corresponding to the completed task in Fig. 11 is
shown in Figure 14.

A 3D rendering of the hand path is shown in Figure 15, whether
the color indicates the level of force exerted at each point. (Note



Figure 10: Telemetry window shows planar views of exoskeleton,
handle position, and force sensor readings.

that Figure 14 is the 2D projection of this path in the y-z plane.)
As can be seen, the force increase greatly past 0.4 m, which is the
location of the wall. However, viscous damping also results in resis-
tance even when the brush is not in contact with the wall. A video
snapshot of the subject performing the task is shown in Fig. 16.

5 CONCLUSION

The MGA Exoskeleton was used in conjunction with a QT4-
generated virtual environment to create a simple wall-painting vir-
tual task for rehabilitation. This task will allow the clinician to
specify a desired range of forces to be applied to the virtual wall by
the roller brush and cause the patient to abduct the shoulder in order
to accomplish the task. The controller was able to replicate the de-
sired wall stiffness and viscosity along the wall surface during the
task.

The wall stiffness was limited to about 2000 N/m by the admit-
tance controller before the onset of instability and requires nonzero
damping impedances in all directions. This causes an unnatu-
ral simulation when the brush is lifted off the wall and moved to
another location. Work is currently underway to implement an
impedance controller to allow low impedance simulations of the
same task. Implementation of the impedance controller requires
gravity and friction compensation to null out the natural dynamics
of the exoskeleton.

The current engineering control interface for the admittance con-
troller is not very well-suited for setting up virtual tasks. An ef-
fort is currently underway to replace the current GUI with the more
task-specific/user friendly interface that only shows allows input of
parameters pertinent to the task and uses icons for more natural se-
lection of the input parameters. This interface will be implemented
in conjunction with the impedance controller currently under devel-
opment.
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Figure 11: The wall painting graphical interface displayed to subject.
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SPRING SYMPOSIUM 
Technology for the Golden Years 

Saturday, May 10, 2008 
 

 
 The IEEE Washington and Northern Virginia Sections present the 2008 Spring 
Symposium on “Technology for the Golden Years: Leading an Independent Life in 
the 21st Century” at the University of Maryland College Park campus on Saturday, May 

0 from 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. The symposium is open to both professionals and students.  1
  

 The symposium will explore the use of robotics and sensor technologies to help the 
elderly live independently. Speakers from industry, academia and research provide their 
research and application in design and implementation, using robotics and sensors aiding 
individuals to lead productive and independent lives. Speakers will address: 

• Robotic Technology to Assist Elderly 
• Personal Automobility  
• Next Generation of Sensors for remote Monitoring & Alerting 
• Product Development Challenges  
• Rehabilitation System 

 

 Join us for an informative day in the use and application of cutting edge technology 
for disabled and elder care.  
 

ABOUT THE SPEAKERS 
 

 Dr. Henrik Christensen, KUKA Chair of Robotics and Intelligent Machines at the 
Georgia Institute of Technology’s College of Computing and Interactive Computing, pro-
vides an overview of current methods and how today’s research will lead to sustainable 
technologies that allow people to maintain their autonomy as they grow old. He presents a 
variety of examples from basic assistance to the complex, and describes a number of chal-
lenges for the future. 
 

 Ms. Cindy Crump is founder and CEO of AFrame Digital, Inc. of Falls Church, 
Virginia, a research-based health technology company developing innovative wireless 
remote health monitoring applications to address the needs of elders and other at-risk 
populations. She explores the ways that continuous 24/7 remote monitoring of patients in 
the home, outpatient rehabilitation and institutional long term care will fill the gaps be-
tween office visits and provide a true safety net for individuals with chronic issues. 
 

 Dr. John Spletzer is an Assistant Professor of Computer Science and Engineering 
at Lehigh University. Dr. Spletzer discusses the research and development of the Auto-
mated Transport and Retrieval System (ATRS), a technology-based solution for drivers in 
wheelchairs. ATRS integrates robotics and automation technologies into a traditional 
automobile without making permanent changes to the vehicle, thus eliminating the need 
for an attendant or costly van conversion. 
 

 Dr. Satyandra K. Gupta, an Associate Professor in the Mechanical Engineering 
Department and the Institute for Systems Research at the University of Maryland, will 
present the challenges faced by current designers in understanding the implications of 
their design decisions on the lives of people with disabilities as well as developing prod-
uct platforms to offer low cost solutions. In addition, he will discuss why the needs of 
people with disabilities should be emphasized in the undergraduate engineering design 
curriculum. 
 

 Dr. Craig Carignan, a Research Associate Professor at Georgetown University’s 
Imaging Science and Information Systems Center, will present and demonstrate his cur-
rent research involving a robotic arm exoskeleton rehabilitation system. Treatments for 
common pathologies such as rotator cuff tear or impingement range from exercise reha-
bilitation to surgery and, in extreme cases, to shoulder joint replacement. 

 
Sponsors: Washington & 
Northern Virginia Sections 
In collaboration with chapters of the 
following IEEE societies:  
Engineering in Medicine and Biology, 
Robotics and Automation, Communi-
cations, Signal Processing, Computer, 
Antennas and Propagation, Informa-
tion Theory, Nuclear and Plasma Sci-
ences, Reliability, and Social Implica-
tions of Technology.  In cooperation 
with the Baltimore Section and IEEE 
Student Branches at Capitol College, 
George Mason University, Devry 
University, and the University of 
Maryland. 
 

When:  
Saturday, May 10, 2008  
9 a.m. – 4 p.m. 
 

Where: 
University of Maryland  
Jeong H. Kim Engineering Building 
1st Floor Lecture Hall #1110 
College Park, Maryland 20742 
 

Register online: 
https://icm3.ieee.org/eventmanager/
onlineregistration.asp?eventcode 
=ock 
 

Register by mail:  
Please fill in the attached registra-
tion form and make check payable 
to “IEEE WASH DC/NOVA 
SPRING SYMPOSIUM EVENT” 
Mail to: 
 IEEE 
 Attn: 2008 Spring Symposium 
 P.O. Box  6814 
 W oodbridge, VA 22195-6814 
Mail deadline: May 1, 2008 
Registration Contact:  
 M r. Kerry Hartman 
 hartman_k@computer.org 
 703 623 1432 (voice) 
 

Registration Fee: 
Includes breakfast and lunch. 
 

Affiliation Before 
5/6/08 

After  
5/6/08 

IEEE 
Members 

$ 25.00 $ 45.00 

Non-IEEE 
Members 

$ 50.00 $ 75.00 

IEEE  
Students 

$ 10.00 $ 20.00 

 

Contact:  
Debi Siering at Siering@ieee.org  

https://icm3.ieee.org/eventmanager/onlineregistration.asp?eventcode=ock
https://icm3.ieee.org/eventmanager/onlineregistration.asp?eventcode=ock
https://icm3.ieee.org/eventmanager/onlineregistration.asp?eventcode=ock
mailto:hartman_k@computer.org
mailto:Siering@ieee.org
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Leading and Independent Life in the 21st Century

“A Robotic Arm Exoskeleton for
Shoulder Rehabilitation”

Craig Carignan, Jonathan Tang, Emmanuel Wilson
Georgetown University,

Dept. of Radiology/ISIS Center

Stephen Roderick, Michael Naylor, Michael Liszka
University of Maryland

Space Systems Laboratory

IEEE Wash DC/NOVA Symposium:
Technology for the Golden Years

College Park, Maryland, May 10, 2008
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oh, oh ...
trouble
ahead!
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The Shoulder - Mobility at a Price!

In the U.S., 15 million people seek medical care
for the shoulder each year making it the #1
injured joint in the upper extremity!

"It's ironic that when we start 'taking care of ourselves'
by working out, we often cause injury to the shoulder.”
 - Brian Schiff, PT, CSCS

BLOODY LIFTERS!

   INJURY LIST:
   rotator cuff tear,
  dislocated shoulder,
  tendonitis,
 shoulder separation,
 capsule tear,
 frozen shoulder,
bursitis,
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HUMERUS

CLAVICLE

ROTATION

EXTENSION

ABDUCTION

SCAPULA

GLENOHUMERAL
JOINT

ELEVATION

Shoulder Motion

PRONATION
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Difficulties of Manual Therapy

 Labor intensive
 Resistance training

does not match our
strength profile

 Hard to maintain form
and produce correct
motion

 Little or no quantitative
feedback on progress

 Functional training is
difficult
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• Don’t get tired of repetitive motions
• Produce consistent force inputs for

physical therapy
• Provide quantitative feedback for

monitoring progress
• Can function as force-feedback devices

for “functional” therapy

The Robotic Advantage
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Gait Rehabilitation

ZeroG OverGround Body Weight
Support System, National

Rehabilitation Hospital (2008)

Lokomat Exoskeleton, Hocoma,
Switzerland (2005)
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shoulder
abduction

“wall”
push-up

ISOLATERAL

PNF D1
Pattern

ADL Task

simple, isolated joint motion
emphasis on maximum load
builds muscle strength

complex motion mimics task
emphasis on proper movement
builds coordination & stability

FUNCTIONAL

Arm Rehabilitation
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Exoskeleton for Shoulder Rehab?
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STRENGTH LEVEL

Exoskeleton Classes

SUPPORT LIMB
LOAD

MAXIMUM HUMAN
STRENGTH

REHABILITATIONORTHOTIC AUGMENTATION

superhuman strength
for carrying heavy loads
(portable, “driveable”)

supports limb and
small loads
(portable)

can resist human
strength (portable
or non-portable)

(MIT Elbow, Myomo, Inc.) (ARMin, ETH Zurich)
(REX, Sarcos, Inc.)
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can perform ROM against gravity
and full resistance

100%
(normal)5

can perform ROM against gravity
and with moderate resistance

75%
(good)4

can perform ROM against gravity but
no external resistance

50%
(fair)3

can perform ROM* in a gravity
eliminated position

25%
(poor)2

trace of muscle contraction but
cannot move limb

10%
(trace)1

cannot contract muscle0%0

DescriptionStrengthRating

*ROM = Range of Motion

Patient Movement Ratings

A
SS

IS
T

R
ES

IS
T
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MIT NeuroRobotic Elbow,
Myomo, Inc.

ReWalk, Argo Medical
Technologies, Israel

Assistive Exoskeletons (Orthoses)

HAL 5 exoskeleton.
Cyberdyne, Japan.

http://youtube.com/watch?v=VSP46lWvxJ4
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ARMin
Exoskeleton

(Switzerland)

L-Exos Scuola
Superiore

Sant'Anna (Italy)

UWash
Exoskeleton
(USA)

University of
Salford Arm

(England)

MGA Exoskeleton
(USA)

Rehabilitation Exoskeletons

ESA Exoskeleton,
(Netherlands)
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REX, Sarcos/Raytheon, Inc.

BLEEX, UC Berkeley

Augmentation Exoskeletons

http://youtube.com/watch?v=IYWd2C3XVIk
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 Surround the whole arm or leg rather than
just distal end

 Can progress from an assistive device to a
resistive trainer

 Large range of motion and natural feel
 Forces/torques can be applied at multiple

points of contact
 Specific joints/muscle groups can be

targeted for therapy

Exoskeleton Advantages
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 Exercise therapy can
require the application
of large forces over
large range of motion

 There are multiple points
of contact between the
human and exoskeleton

 Exercise protocols may require simultaneous
operation of multiple controllers

 Exoskeletons are at the extreme end of
safety-critical robotic systems

Human-Robot Interaction
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STAY OUT OF THE ROBOTʼS
WORKSPACE!!!
-ANSI/RIA R15.06

WHOA ...
you talkin’

to me?

Current Robot Safety Standards
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While the hardware design can
enhance safety, it cannot ensure it

Computer monitoring is necessary
to reliably determine excess
velocities and forces

Events happen too quickly to rely
on a human operator to intervene

The operator is also the patient!

Why Computer-Based Safety?
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System design

Preliminary
hazard analysis

Modify system
design

System design
complete

Evaluate
project safety

criteria

Fault tree
analysis

identify potential
hazards (accidents)

failure sequence
leading to hazard

PASS

FAIL
can single failure
cause hazard?

Safety Design Process
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 The system will be able to detect any
single failure event and autonomously
enter a safe state

 Safe state is either:
actively holding position and not

exerting any force on the patient
complete power-down of the

exoskeleton
 Design is based on approach certified by

NASA for a robot designated to fly on the
Space Shuttle

Exoskeleton Safety Criteria
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Data
acquisition
PCI card

Motor
controller
PCI card

Motor

Control and safety
software

Incremental
encoder

Absolute
encoder

Servo
controller

Robot control computer

Load cells

Force torque
PCI card

Force torque
sensor

Amplifier
current
monitor

ADDED COMPONENTS
FOR SAFETY

Added Safety Components
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Maryland-Georgetown-Army
Exoskeleton (MGAXOS)

MGA Exoskeleton (MGAXOS)
 Range of Motion

 scapula elevation (0º/30º)
 shoulder flex/ext (147º/46º)
 shoulder abd/add (105º/75º)
 shoulder rotation (105º/75º)
 elbow flex/ext (142º/0º)
 forearm pro/sup (180º/180º)

 Torque Output
 137 N-m scapula elevation
 137 N-m shoulder rotation (x3)
 69 N-m elbow flexion
 0 N-m forearm supination

  Link Adjustments
 clavicle (19.5-26.8 cm)
 upper arm (27.2-31.2 cm)
 forearm (23.0-32.0 cm)
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Kinematic Design

3-Axis
Shoulder
Rotation

Elbow
Flexion/
Extension

Scapula
Rotation

Forearm
Pro/Supination
(passive)

SHOULDER:
 3 Orthogonal

axes give full
3-DOF rotation

 1st axis tilted
to avoid
gimbal lock for
arm down

singular
direction
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3-Axis
Shoulder
(GH Joint)

Adjustable
Arm
Geometry
(3 passive
links)

Shoulder Elevation
(Scapula Joint)

Key Kinematic Features
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Shoulder Design

Passive MB Exoskeleton
(Wright-Patterson AFB)

Prototype I

Prototype II

would have been
Prototype III ...

singular
direction

GOALS:
-maximize rotational
workspace
-minimize impact of
singularity
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Refers to the elevation of
the shoulder glenohumeral
joint (GH) that occurs as
the humerus (upper arm)
rises
 Caused by rotation of

the scapula for
elevations below 90º

 GH joint moves on
surface of sphere
with clavicle radius
~15 cm

humerus
elevation

Scapula-Humeral Rhythm

(Animation courtesy of Tobius Nef and Rob Riener, ETH Zurich)
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Scapula Rotation Video
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Speed
Profile

Movement
Mode

Rotational,
Linear,

Diagonal

Trajectory
Generator

Resistance
Profile

Trajectory

Zdes(s)

Isometric,
Isokinetic,

Passive

Active,
Isotonic

Mass,
Stiffness,
Damping

Impedance

x(t),ω(t)

Exercise Decomposition
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DEFINITIONS:
Isotonic - Subject moves against constant resistance (is lifting a set weight); this can
result in either a concentric (shortening) or eccentric (lengthening) muscle contraction
Isometric - machine is static allowing isometric strength to be tested in any given
configuration
Isokinetic -  machine produces velocity-controlled active motion; subject develops
resistance only if their effort meets or exceeds the velocity of the device

apply constant loadmove load5Isotonic

apply constant
velocity

maximum
effort4, 5Isokinetic

immobilemaximum
effort4, 5Isometric

no force appliedmove limb2, 3Active
move limbno effort0, 1Passive

THERAPIST ROLEPATIENT
ROLE

MUSCLE
GRADE

MOVEMENT
MODE

Movement Modes

10-MAY-2008IEEE/Tech Golden Years
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EXERCISE
PROTOCOL

CONFIGURATION
SPACE

GO

COMPOSITE
CONTROLLER

decompose

input
parameters

joint
activation

JOINT
CONTROLLER

safety
monitoring

Control Activation Cycle
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ISOLATERAL EXERCISE:
Scapula (1) +
Shoulder (3) +
Elbow Pitch (1)
= 5 DOFs

PNF D1 EXERCISE:
Scapula (1) +
Wrist (3) +
Elbow Orbit (1)
= 5 DOFs

S

E
W

φ
wrist
F/T

sensor

elbow
F/T

sensor

Sc

ξ

5

4

1-2-3

0

H
U

M
ER

U
S

FOREARM

GH Joint

Configuration Space
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EXOS Composite
Controller

Scapula PD Shoulder IC Elbow AC

τ1-3θ0 θ4

EXAMPLE:  ISOLATERAL
 Desired shoulder rotation

axis/impedance selected
 Elbow flexion is free (user

force-accommodation)
 Scapula rotation governed by

biomechanical model

Composite Control

10-MAY-2008IEEE/Tech Golden Years
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torso frame

humerus frame

Example Isolateral Exercises

10-MAY-2008IEEE/Tech Golden Years
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Example Functional Training

Exoskeleton pushes
back upon contact

Virtual Wall placed in front of subject

Paint roller tracks
subject’s hand

10-MAY-2008IEEE/Tech Golden Years
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Operator Interfaces

Isolateral Exercise Control Panel

Telemetry/Status Panel

10-MAY-2008IEEE/Tech Golden Years
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Future Work

 Pilot testing of MGAXOS for use in a
clinical setting for initial intervention

 Spinoff a hybrid-powered prototype that
is wearable and can be used as an
assistive (orthotic) or resistive
(rehabilition) device

 Enhance functional training for wearable
prototype using advanced VR graphics
(stereovision, etc.)

 Interactive rehabilitation over the internet
between patient/doctor
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Tele-Rehab/Home Therapy

 Can perform
computer-generated
cooperative tasks
over the Internet

 Robots enable force-feedback
between patient and therapist
over the Internet

 Can remotely assess patient’s
strength, range of motion,
speed, spasticity, etc.)

10-MAY-2008IEEE/Tech Golden Years
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Evolution or Revolution?

Holography

+

3D MOTION
GRAPHICS

Gimme
Holodecks!

HAL-5 BODY
SUIT

Haptics

10-MAY-2008IEEE/Tech Golden Years
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The Rise of the Body Bots

-Erico Guizzo and Harry Goldstein
   http://www.spectrum.ieee.org/oct05/19(01)

Exoskeletons are strutting out of
the lab—and they are carrying
their creators with them ...

10-MAY-2008IEEE/Tech Golden Years
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Questions???

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT:  This research was sponsored by
the U.S. Army Telemedicine and Advanced Research Center.
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8.5 � Newsletter:  IEEE National Capital Area Scanner, vol. 8, no. 4, "Assistive 
Technologies for Elderly, Disabled Examined at Spring Symposium", July-August 
2008 
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8.6 � Presentation:  "Robotic Exoskeletons for Strength Training and 
Rehabiltation", NSCA PA State Strength and Condition Clinic, June 2008. 
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Robotic Medicine in the 21st Century

“Robotic Exoskeletons for Strength
Training & Rehabilitation”

Craig Carignan, Sc.D., PT-NCSF

Res. Assoc., Georgetown University
Adj. Prof. University of Maryland

crc32@georgetown.edu

http://www.isis.georgetown.edu/caimr/

National Strength & Conditioning Association
Pennsylvania State Strength & Conditioning Clinic

Juniata College, Huntingdon, PA, June 27/28, 2008
2 Georgetown

UNIVERSITY
NSCA-PA Clinic/Juniata/2008

oh, oh ...
trouble
ahead!

3 Georgetown
UNIVERSITY

NSCA-PA Clinic/Juniata/2008

Our Aging Population

Sources: Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, National Center for Health Statistics,
Health, United States, 2007, Figure 1.  Data from the U.S. Census Bureau.

4 Georgetown
UNIVERSITY

NSCA-PA Clinic/Juniata/2008

Things could be worse …

[WorldBank]

QUESTION:
Can you
name a
European
country in
almost as
bad shape
as Japan?

5 Georgetown
UNIVERSITY

NSCA-PA Clinic/Juniata/2008

Surging Therapist Demand

 Increased number of individuals
with disabilities

 Baby-boomers entering prime age
for heart attacks and strokes

 Advanced technologies to save
larger proportion of babies with
birth defects

 Increased interest in health
promotion

Source: US Occupational Outlook Handbook

Scary Statistic:  The average age of a physical therapist
has increased from 36 to 41 in the last decade!  [APTA]

6 Georgetown
UNIVERSITY

NSCA-PA Clinic/Juniata/2008

Impact on Trainers

 An increasing number of your clients and/or
athletes will have some type of injury

 You – and NOT a therapist – will be their
primary source of therapy

 You will need to know more about
rehabilitation
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7 Georgetown
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NSCA-PA Clinic/Juniata/2008

Difficulties of Manual Training

 Resistance does not
match strength profile

 Hard to maintain correct
form over range of motion

 Little or no quantitative
feedback on progress

 Functional training is
difficult

 Therapy can be labor-
intensive

 Spotter needed for safety
8 Georgetown

UNIVERSITY
NSCA-PA Clinic/Juniata/2008

How Can Robotics Help?

 Produce consistent force inputs for
training and physical therapy

 Individually tailor resistance profiles for
different subjects

 Provide quantitative feedback for
monitoring progress

 Can be used for force-feedback during
functional training

 Computer monitoring for safety

9 Georgetown
UNIVERSITY

NSCA-PA Clinic/Juniata/2008

Strength Profile/Machine

L. Cabell & C. Zebas, “Resistive Torque Validation of the Nautilus Multi-Biceps
Machine”, J. of Strength & Conditioning, 1999: 13(1).

Machine resistive torque versus human torque capability at
45º/sec (normalized to percent of maximum).

machine
weight must be
lowered to
accommodate
weakest point
in range of
motion

10 Georgetown
UNIVERSITY

NSCA-PA Clinic/Juniata/2008

K. Saul, W. Murray, V. Hentz, S. Delp,  “Biomechanics of the Steindler Flexorplasty Surgery:
A Computer Simulation Study”, The Journal of Hand Surgery, Nov. 2003: 28A(6).

machine
resistance
profile could be
morphed from
pre/post-op
toward normal
strength profile
during rehab

Abnormal Strength Profiles
Strength profile mismatch due to surgical intervention

11 Georgetown
UNIVERSITY

NSCA-PA Clinic/Juniata/2008

Weight Machines

Planar Robot

Exoskeletons

1D

2D

3D

Robotic Platforms

12 Georgetown
UNIVERSITY

NSCA-PA Clinic/Juniata/2008

Smart Exercise Machines

• SmartMotor
Controller

• UltraMotion
Leadscrew

• Sensotec
Load Cell

Keiser Arm Curl 250

replaced pneumatic
cylinder with
leadscrew actuator
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Strength profile for stock machine does not match
human strength profile!

maximum
isometric
human
strength

machine
torque for
F=500 N

Arm Curl Machine Strength

14 Georgetown
UNIVERSITY

NSCA-PA Clinic/Juniata/2008

Motorized Arm Curling

15 Georgetown
UNIVERSITY

NSCA-PA Clinic/Juniata/2008

Body Weight Support System

ZeroG OverGround Body Weight Support System
(National Rehabilitation Hospital)

For gait training over
uneven surfaces.

16 Georgetown
UNIVERSITY

NSCA-PA Clinic/Juniata/2008

EXOS Arm Exoskeleton (1993)

Wearable

Ford Motor Co. Driving Simulator

External

External versus Wearable

17 Georgetown
UNIVERSITY

NSCA-PA Clinic/Juniata/2008

 Surround the whole arm or leg rather than
just the hand or foot

 Large range of motion and moves with
subject

 Forces/torques can be applied at multiple
points of contact

 Specific joints/muscle groups can be
targeted for therapy

Exoskeleton Advantages

18 Georgetown
UNIVERSITY

NSCA-PA Clinic/Juniata/2008

STRENGTH LEVEL

Exoskeleton Classes

SUPPORT LIMB
LOAD

MAXIMUM HUMAN
STRENGTH

REHABILITATIVE
(STRENGTHENING)

ASSISTIVE
(ORTHOTIC)

AUGMENTATIVE
(IRONMAN)

superhuman strength
for carrying heavy loads
(portable, “driveable”)

supports limb and
small loads
(portable)

can resist human
strength (portable
or non-portable)

(MIT Elbow, Myomo, Inc.) (ARMin, ETH Zurich) (REX, Sarcos, Inc.)
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MIT NeuroRobotic Elbow,
Myomo, Inc.

ReWalk, Argo Medical
Technologies, Israel

Assistive Exoskeletons

HAL 5 exoskeleton.
Cyberdyne, Japan.

http://youtube.com/watch?v=VSP46lWvxJ4

20 Georgetown
UNIVERSITY

NSCA-PA Clinic/Juniata/2008

REX, Sarcos/Raytheon, Inc.

BLEEX, UC Berkeley

Augmentation Exoskeletons

http://youtube.com/watch?v=IYWd2C3XVIk

21 Georgetown
UNIVERSITY

NSCA-PA Clinic/Juniata/2008

Rehab Leg Exoskeletons

Lokomat Leg Orthosis,
Hocoma, Switzerland (2005)

22 Georgetown
UNIVERSITY

NSCA-PA Clinic/Juniata/2008

ARMin
Exoskeleton

(Switzerland)

UWash
Exoskeleton
(USA)

University of
Salford Arm

(England)

MGA Exoskeleton
(USA)

Rehab Arm Exoskeletons

ESA Exoskeleton,
(Netherlands)

L-Exos Scuola
Superiore

Sant'Anna (Italy)

23 Georgetown
UNIVERSITY

NSCA-PA Clinic/Juniata/2008

Exoskeleton Challenges

 Exercise therapy can
require the application
of large forces over
large range of motion

 There are multiple points
of contact between the
human and exoskeleton

 Exercise protocols may require simultaneous
operation of multiple controllers

 Exoskeletons are at the extreme end of
safety-critical robotic systems

24 Georgetown
UNIVERSITY

NSCA-PA Clinic/Juniata/2008

STAY OUT OF THE ROBOTʼS
WORKSPACE!!!
-ANSI/RIA R15.06

WHOA ...
you talkin’

to me?

Current Robot Safety Standards
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Shoulder – Mobility at a Price!

In the U.S., 15 million people seek medical care
for the shoulder each year making it the #1 injury
in the upper extremity!

"It's ironic that when we start 'taking care of ourselves'
by working out, we often cause injury to the shoulder.”
 - Brian Schiff, PT, CSCS

BLOODY LIFTERS!

   INJURY LIST:
   rotator cuff tear,
  dislocated shoulder,
  tendonitis,
 shoulder separation,
 capsule tear,
 frozen shoulder,
bursitis,

26 Georgetown
UNIVERSITY

NSCA-PA Clinic/Juniata/2008

shoulder
abduction

“wall”
push-up

ISOLATERAL

PNF D1
Pattern

ADL Task

simple, isolated joint motion
emphasis on maximum load
builds muscle strength

complex motion mimics task
emphasis on proper movement
builds coordination & stability

FUNCTIONAL

Shoulder Exercises

27 Georgetown
UNIVERSITY

NSCA-PA Clinic/Juniata/2008

Robotic Shoulder Therapy?

28 Georgetown
UNIVERSITY

NSCA-PA Clinic/Juniata/2008

Maryland-Georgetown-Army
Exoskeleton (MGAXOS)

MGA Exoskeleton (MGAXOS)
 Range of Motion

 scapula elevation (0º/30º)
 shoulder flex/ext (147º/46º)
 shoulder abd/add (105º/75º)
 shoulder rotation (105º/75º)
 elbow flex/ext (142º/0º)
 forearm pro/sup (180º/180º)

 Torque Output
 137 N-m scapula elevation
 137 N-m shoulder rotation (x3)
 69 N-m elbow flexion
 0 N-m forearm supination

  Link Adjustments
 clavicle (19.5-26.8 cm)
 upper arm (27.2-31.2 cm)
 forearm (23.0-32.0 cm)

29 Georgetown
UNIVERSITY

NSCA-PA Clinic/Juniata/2008

3-axis
shoulder
(GH)
rotation

3 adjustable
links for
variable arm
geometry

scapula joint for
shoulder elevation

Key Design Features

1st axis tilted
to prevent
gimbal lock
when arm
straight down

30 Georgetown
UNIVERSITY

NSCA-PA Clinic/Juniata/2008

Refers to the elevation of
the shoulder glenohumeral
joint (GH) that occurs as
the humerus (upper arm)
rises
 Caused by rotation of

the scapula for
elevations below 90º

 GH joint moves on
surface of sphere
with clavicle radius
~15 cm

humerus
elevation

Scapula-Humeral Rhythm

(Animation courtesy of Tobius Nef and Rob Riener, ETH Zurich)
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Shoulder Design

Passive MB Exoskeleton
(Wright-Patterson AFB)

Prototype I

Prototype II

would have been
Prototype III ...

singular
direction

GOALS:
-maximize rotational
workspace
-minimize impact of
singularity

32 Georgetown
UNIVERSITY
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Shoulder Elevation Video

33 Georgetown
UNIVERSITY
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can perform ROM against gravity
and full resistance

100%
(normal)5

can perform ROM against gravity
and with moderate resistance

75%
(good)4

can perform ROM against gravity but
no external resistance

50%
(fair)3

can perform ROM* in a gravity
eliminated position

25%
(poor)2

trace of muscle contraction but
cannot move limb

10%
(trace)1

cannot contract muscle0%0

DescriptionStrengthRating

*ROM = Range of Motion

Patient Movement Ratings

A
SS

IS
T

R
ES

IS
T

34 Georgetown
UNIVERSITY
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DEFINITIONS:
Isotonic - Subject moves against constant resistance (is lifting a set weight); this can
result in either a concentric (shortening) or eccentric (lengthening) muscle contraction
Isometric - machine is static allowing isometric strength to be tested in any given
configuration
Isokinetic -  machine produces velocity-controlled active motion; subject develops
resistance only if their effort meets or exceeds the velocity of the device

apply constant loadmove load5Isotonic

apply constant
velocity

maximum
effort4, 5Isokinetic

immobilemaximum
effort4, 5Isometric

no force appliedmove limb2, 3Active
move limbno effort0, 1Passive

THERAPIST ROLEPATIENT
ROLE

MUSCLE
GRADE

MOVEMENT
MODE

Movement Modes

35 Georgetown
UNIVERSITY

NSCA-PA Clinic/Juniata/2008

Speed
Profile

Movement
Mode

Trajectory
Generator

Resistance
Profile

Trajectory

Isometric,
Isokinetic,

Passive

Active,
Isotonic

Resistance

Exercise Decomposition

36 Georgetown
UNIVERSITY

NSCA-PA Clinic/Juniata/2008

torso
frame

humerus
frame

Example Isolateral Exercises
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Operator Interfaces

Isolateral Exercise Control Panel

Status Display

38 Georgetown
UNIVERSITY

NSCA-PA Clinic/Juniata/2008

Example:  Functional Training

Exoskeleton pushes
back upon contact

Virtual Wall placed in front of subject

Paint roller tracks
subject’s hand

39 Georgetown
UNIVERSITY

NSCA-PA Clinic/Juniata/2008

… unless you paint them!

Virtual walls are boring …

40 Georgetown
UNIVERSITY

NSCA-PA Clinic/Juniata/2008

Future Work

 Pilot testing of MGAXOS for use in a
clinical setting for initial intervention

 Develop a hybrid-powered prototype that
is mobile and can be used as an assistive
(orthotic) or resistive (rehabilitation,
training) device

 Enhance functional training for portable
prototype using advanced virtual reality
graphics (stereovision, etc.)

 Interactive rehabilitation over the internet
between patient/doctor or for virtual
gaming!!!

41 Georgetown
UNIVERSITY

NSCA-PA Clinic/Juniata/2008

The Rise of the Body Bots

-Erico Guizzo and Harry Goldstein
   http://www.spectrum.ieee.org/oct05/19(01)

Exoskeletons are strutting out of
the lab—and they are carrying
their creators with them ...

42 Georgetown
UNIVERSITY

NSCA-PA Clinic/Juniata/2008

Questions???

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT:  This research was sponsored by
the U.S. Army Telemedicine and Advanced Research Center.
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8.7 � Presentation:  "Rehabilitation of the Upper Extremity using a Robotic Arm 
Exoskeleton", Grant Kickoff Meeting, March 2008 
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1

Research
Grant

Review
•

Rehab Arm
Exoskeleton

March 6
2008

Rehabilitation of the Upper Extremity
using a Robotic Arm Exoskeleton

Grant Kickoff Meeting

Prime: Georgetown University

Sub: University of Maryland

Catholic University of America

March 6, 2008

2

Research
Grant

Review
•

Rehab Arm
Exoskeleton

March 6
2008

Problems to be Solved

Short     Term

Longer

Term

Prosthesis Training
500+ soldiers need to
learn how to adapt to
prostheses

Neuro-Rehabilitation
>700,000 strokes
occur per year; now 5
million survivors

   rotator cuff tear,
  dislocated shoulder,
  tendonitis,
 shoulder separation,
 capsule tear,
 frozen shoulder,
bursitis,

In the U.S., 15 million people seek medical care
for the shoulder each year making it the #1
injured joint in the upper extremity!

Orthopedic Therapy

3

Research
Grant

Review
•

Rehab Arm
Exoskeleton

March 6
2008

Solution:  Arm Exoskeleton

4

Research
Grant

Review
•

Rehab Arm
Exoskeleton

March 6
2008

Exoskeleton Description 
 Six degrees of freedom:

 scapula elevation (1)
 shoulder rotation (3)
 elbow flexion (1)
 forearm pronation (1)

 Torque output:
 137 N-m at scapula
 137 N-m at shoulder
 69 N-m at elbow
 0 N-m at wrist

 Passive adjustable links:
 clavicle (19.5-26.8 cm)
 upper arm (27.2-31.2 cm)
 forearm (23.0-32.0 cm)

 Range of Motion
 shoulder flex/ext (147º/46º)
 shoulder abd/add (105º/75º)
 shoulder rotation (105º/75º)
 elbow flex/ext (142º/0º)
 forearm pro/sup (180º/180º)

Maryland-Georgetown-Army
(MGA) Exoskeleton

- built in 2005 for surgical
rehab under TATRC grant

5

Research
Grant

Review
•

Rehab Arm
Exoskeleton

March 6
2008

Key Kinematic Design Features 
3-axis
intersecting
shoulder

passive link
adjustments

scapula joint normal to torso

6

Research
Grant

Review
•

Rehab Arm
Exoskeleton

March 6
2008

 Caused by rotation of
the scapula for
elevations below 90º

 GH joint moves on
surface of sphere with
clavicle radius ~15 cm

humerus
elevation

Scapula-Humeral Rhythm 

Refers to the elevation of
the shoulder glenohumeral
joint (GH) that occurs as the
humerus (upper arm) rises

If this motion is not tracked, then the exoskeleton and
human shoulder joints will become misaligned causing
unnatural motion and pain.
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Grant
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•

Rehab Arm
Exoskeleton

March 6
2008

Scapula Rotation Video 
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Rehab Arm
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March 6
2008

Sensors and Actuators

Arm Human MGA
Joint (N-m) (N-m)

Sc Elev/Dep ? ±137
Sh Flex/Ext 115/110 ±137
Sh Abd/Add 134/94 ±137
Sh Med/Lat - ±137
Elb Flex/Ext 72/42 ±69
Fore Pro/Sup 9/7 -

ACTUATOR OUTPUT

Arm Incr. Abs. F/T
Joint Enc. Enc. Sensor

Scap X X -
Shldr. 1 X X -
Shldr. 2 X X -
Shldr. 3 X X -
Elbow X X X
Wrist - X X

SENSORS

6-axis
Force-
Torque
Sensor

Absolute
Encoder

Incremental
Encoder
(inside

housing)
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•

Rehab Arm
Exoskeleton

March 6
2008

Human-Robot Interaction

 Exercise therapy can
require the application
of a large amount of
force or torque

 There are multiple
points of contact
between the human
and exoskeleton

 Exercise protocols may dictate different
combinations of position and force-
controlled joints

 Exoskeletons are at the extreme end of
safety-critical robotic systems

10
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•

Rehab Arm
Exoskeleton

March 6
2008

Current Robot Safety Standards
STAY OUT OF THE ROBOTʼS
WORKSPACE!
-ANSI/RIA R15.06

WHOA ...
you talkin’

to me?
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Rehab Arm
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March 6
2008

Potential Hazards
A) The patient moves outside

their safe position range
B) The patient moves at an

excessive velocity
C) The exoskeleton applies

excessive torque to the
patient, or conversely, the
patient applies excessive
torque to the exoskeleton

12

Research
Grant

Review
•

Rehab Arm
Exoskeleton

March 6
2008

Project Safety Criteria
 The system will be able to detect any

single failure event and autonomously
enter a safe state

 Safe state is either:
 actively holding position and not

exerting any force on the patient
 complete power-down of the

exoskeleton
 Design is based on approach certified

by NASA for a robot flying on the
Space Shuttle (only 1 failure in 1000
hours of operation)
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Research
Grant
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•

Rehab Arm
Exoskeleton

March 6
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Why Computer-Based Safety?

 While the hardware design can
enhance safety, it cannot ensure it

 Computer monitoring is necessary to
reliably determine excess velocities
and forces

 Events happen too quickly to rely on
a human operator to intervene

 The operator is also the patient!

14
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Grant

Review
•

Rehab Arm
Exoskeleton

March 6
2008

Safety Design Process
System design

Preliminary
hazard analysis

Modify system
design

System design
complete

Evaluate
project safety

criteria

Fault tree
analysis

identify potential
hazards (accidents)

failure sequence
leading to hazard

PASS

FAIL
can single failure
cause hazard?

15
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Grant
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•

Rehab Arm
Exoskeleton

March 6
2008

Data
acquisition
PCI card

Motor
controller
PCI card

Motor

Control and safety
software

Incremental
encoder

Absolute
encoder

Servo
controller

Robot control computer

Load cells

Force torque
PCI card

Force torque
sensor

Amplifier
current
monitor

ADDED COMPONENTS
FOR SAFETY

Control Hardware with Added
Components for Safety Checks

16
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Grant
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•

Rehab Arm
Exoskeleton

March 6
2008

Project Task Description

Select
Exercise

Tasks

Pilot Testing
of Human
Subjects

Manual
Therapy

Assessment

Control/GUI
Software

Development

Exercise
Protocol
Design

Complete
Study

TASK 1 TASK 2

TASK 3TASK 2/3

17
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Grant
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•

Rehab Arm
Exoskeleton

March 6
2008

Task 1:  Design shoulder therapy
protocols for the exoskeleton.

shoulder
abduction

“wall”
push-up

ISOLATERAL

PNF D1
Pattern

ADL Task

simple, isolated joint motion
emphasis on maximum load
builds muscle strength

complex motion mimics task
emphasis on proper movement
builds coordination & stability

FUNCTIONAL

18
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Grant

Review
•

Rehab Arm
Exoskeleton

March 6
2008

Movement Modes

DEFINITIONS:
Isotonic - Subject moves against constant resistance (is lifting a
set weight); this can result in either a concentric (shortening) or
eccentric (lengthening) muscle contraction
Isometric - machine is static allowing isometric strength to be
tested in any given configuration
Isokinetic -  machine produces velocity-controlled active motion;
subject develops resistance only if their effort meets or exceeds
the velocity of the device

apply constant loadmove load5Isotonic
apply constant velocitymaximum effort4, 5Isokinetic

immobilemaximum effort4, 5Isometric
no force appliedmove limb2, 3Active

move limbno effort0, 1Passive

THERAPIST ROLEPATIENT ROLEMUSCLE
GRADE

MOVEMENT
MODE
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Research
Grant
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•

Rehab Arm
Exoskeleton

March 6
2008

Exercise Decomposition

Speed
Profile

Movement
Mode

Rotational,
Linear,

Diagonal

Trajectory
Generator

Resistance
Profile

Trajectory

Zdes(s)

Isometric,
Isokinetic,

Passive

Active,
Isotonic

Mass,
Stiffness,
Damping

Impedance

x(t),ω(t)

20

Research
Grant

Review
•

Rehab Arm
Exoskeleton

March 6
2008

Example Isolateral Exercises 
torso frame

humeral frame

21

Research
Grant

Review
•

Rehab Arm
Exoskeleton

March 6
2008

EXERCISE
PROTOCOL

CONFIGURATION
SPACE

GO

COMPOSITE
CONTROLLER

decompose

input
parameters

joint
activation

JOINT
CONTROLLER

safety
monitoring

Task 2:  Develop control system to
implement protocols.
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Why Distributed Control?

 Different muscle groups (and
joints) are targeted during therapy

 Exercises require different types
of control
 resistance-based (e.g. strengthening)
 position-based (e.g. stretching,

functional training)
 Joints must be controlled

concurrently subject to
biomechanical constraints
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Impedance vs. Admittance Control
Impedance is defined as: Admittance is defined as:

Fd
Zd JT Σ

τd τc

EXOS
MODEL

Yd
Fd

J-1
θd

θ, θ
.

model
feedforward

joint
servo joint

servo

Z -1 = Y

FORCE
SENSOR

 Advantages
– No model feedforward
– Stable at high impedance
– High accuracy

 Disadvantages
– Need force sensor
– Need inverse kinematics

 Advantages
– No force sensing
– Stable at low impedance
– No inverse kinematics

 Disadvantages
– Need model feedforward
– Direct torque commands

τmod

F = Z x
.

x = Y F
.

xd
.xd

.
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Step 1.  Find “Configuration Space”
ISOLATERAL EXERCISE:
Scapula (1) +
Shoulder (3) +
Elbow Pitch (1)
= 5 DOFs

PNF D1 EXERCISE:
Scapula (1) +
Wrist (3) +
Elbow Orbit (1)
= 5 DOFs

S

E
W

φ
wrist
F/T

sensor

elbow
F/T

sensor

Sc

ξ

5

4

1-2-3

0

H
U

M
ER

U
S

FOREARM

GH Joint
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Step 2:  Select Subcontrollers

EXOS Composite
Controller

Scapula PD Shoulder IC Elbow AC

τ1-3θ0 θ4

EXAMPLE:  ISOLATERAL
 Desired shoulder rotation

axis/impedance selected
 Elbow flexion is free (user

force-accommodation)
 Scapula rotation governed

by biomechanical model
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Step 3.  Command Joints 

θ0 τ1 θ4

0 1 2 3 4 5

Sc GH EO

JOINT MODE ACTIVATION

EP

τ2 τ3

COMPOSITE CONTROLLER

XW

*Sc=scapula, GH=glenohumeral, EO=elbow orbit, EP=elbow pitch, XW=wrist
IMPEDANCE           ADMITTANCE              INACTIVE
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How can shoulder torque be
determined?

HUMERUS
CLAVICLE

ROTATION

EXTENSION

ABDUCTION

SCAPULA

GLENOHUMERAL
JOINT

ELEVATION
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Use elbow and wrist force sensors

Fy

Fx

Fz

compute
inner/outer

rotation torque
from wrist

force sensor

compute
abduction/adduction
and
flexion/extension
torques from elbow
force sensor
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Task 3:  Pilot study with human
subjects to validate operation

PURPOSE:
•validate operation on a small number of
subjects with a wide range of arm geometries
•not to assess outcome or compare robotic
with manual therapy

Specifically:
Determine device efficiency, comfort, control
limitations.
Compare measurements of arm kinematics and
kinetics during manual and exoskeleton therapy.
Examine user-friendliness of clinical interface
during an actual therapy session.
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Manual Motion/Strength Testing 
Motion Analysis

range of motion
(ROM) tasks
functional tasks
diagonal movement
tasks

Strength Testing
maximum voluntary
isometric (MVIC)
maxiumum voluntary
isokinetic (MVIK)
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Patient Movement Ratings

can perform ROM against gravity and
full resistance

100%
(normal)5

can perform ROM against gravity and
with moderate resistance

75%
(good)4

can perform ROM against gravity but no
external resistance

50%
(fair)3

can perform ROM* in a gravity
eliminated position

25%
(poor)2

trace of muscle contraction but cannot
move limb

10%
(trace)1

cannot contract muscle0%0

DescriptionStrengthRating

*ROM = Range of Motion
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Protocol Matrix

Movement Mode

Exercise Tasks

Passive Active Isotonic Isometric Isokinetic

Strength Testing
 Flexion/Extension
 I/E Rotation
 Ab/Adduction

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

Range of Motion
Elevation in all planes
I/E Rotation

X
X

X
X

X
X

Functional Tasks
Reaching
X-body movement
Box lift

X
X
X

X
X
X

PNF Diagonal Patterns
†

D1 Flex/Ext
D2 Flex/Ext

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X
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Test  Procedure 

1. Subject completes informed consent
procedures

2. Screening PT exam is performed to rule out
any overt limitations

3. Biodex test session is performed to determine
AROM and strength for strength exercises

4. Subjects set up for motion analysis
5. Subject performs AROM for functional

exercises (D1 and D2 patterns)
6. Subject dons exoskeleton and practices

movements
7. Exoskeleton testing for selected exercises
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Challenges
 Technical challenges

– Comfortable restraint system that will keep the upper
torso stabilized and shoulder aligned

– Developing the software and database for all of the
subcontrollers

– Getting accurate current monitor data for the safety
check on the motor amplifiers

 Requirements challenges
– Getting all of the controllers to work for a wide range

of resistance parameters
– Developing the graphical user interfaces for the

clinician
 Programmatic challenges

– Coordinating efforts in three different locations
– Getting through two local  IRBs and the TATRC

human subject review board within 1 year
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Proposed Change #1:
Abandon development of

impedance control modules

 Requires the development of accurate
friction and gravity feedforward models
which is very difficult for non-backdrivable
(geared) systems

 Preliminary experiments indicate that the
admittance control modules perform well
even at low impedances

 Impedance controllers output torque
commands, which is not as safe as
position commands
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Proposed Change #2:
 Downselect exercise tasks to

iso-lateral and ADL only

 PNF training is not as functional as most
ADL tasks

 Exoskeleton is not portable so cannot do
X-body movement right now

 Perform more reaching movements which
are common in stroke rehabilitation

 Can focus more effort on developing user-
friendly graphical interfaces

 Need to submit an IRB protocol as soon
as possible for end-of-year testing
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Successes to Date
 Composite Control Architecture Design

– pioneered application to an exoskeleton device
– introduced  in Nov’07 at the ASME World Congress

 Several Controllers Developed and Tested
– admittance controllers for shoulder, elbow pitch, elbow

orbit, and hand translation
– shoulder impedance controller (w/o model feedforward)

 Demonstrations Completed
– isolateral shoulder rotation exercises
– hand translation tasks
– elbow orbit self-motion

 Human Interfaces
– two prototypes developed for elbow brace
– shoulder restraint system using race-car harness

 Safety System
– encoder redundancy check integrated into system
– first preliminary hazard analysis performed for a

rehabilitation arm exoskeleton
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Schedule

 Safety system integration

Task Description
Project reviews
Task 1 – Exercise Protocols
     Shoulder biomechanics
     Isolateral exercsie design
     Functional exercise design
     Trajectory Generation
     Clinical Interface
Task 2 – Control System
     GH admittance controller
     XW admittance controller
     Impedance selection

Task 3 – Human Testing
     Recruit subjects
     Manual strength tests
     Exoskeleton testing

  15 Jan 08         15 Apr 08        15 July 08         15 Oct 09    15 Jan 09

♦PDR ♦PLR
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Additional Project Information
Lab/Company/Group: Georgetown University ISIS Center

Principal Investigator: Dr. Craig Carignan

Government COR: Dr. Sylvain Cardin

Government Project Officer: Ms. Ashley Glenn

Contract Instrument: Cooperative Agreement

Period of Performance: 15 January 08 - 14 February 09

Contract Specialist: Ms. Michelle Maldonado

Date Initiated: 15 January 08

EDMS#: 3387

Contract #:  W81XWH-08-2-0010
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Now is a time to storm.
-W. Shakespeare

What’s Next???
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Study Title:  Rehabilitation of the Upper Extremity using a Robotic Arm 

Exoskeleton 
 
Principal Investigator:  Joseph Hidler, PhD (PI), National Rehabilitation Hospital, 

102 Irving Street NW, Washington DC 20010, (P) 202-877-1892, (F) 
202-726-7521  

 
Associate Investigators: Craig Carignan, Sc.D., Peter Lum, Ph.D., Jonathan 

Tang, M.S., Diane Nichols, P.T., Kathy Brady, P.T. 
 
Sponsor:  Department of Defense (DOD) Telemedicine and Advanced 

Technology Research Center (TATRC) 
 
Location: National Rehabilitation Hospital, 102 Irving Street NW, Washington DC 

20010, (P) 202-877-1892, (F) 202-726-7521 
 

 

 
A. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 
This pilot study will test the hypothesis that common manual therapy protocols can be 

effectively implemented on a robotic arm exoskeleton device.  This device, called the MGA 

Exoskeleton or "MGAXOS", has a range of motion and strength comparable to the average 

adult male.  In addition to testing standard therapy exercises, functional movements will be 

tested that cannot be executed using current exercise machines.  To date, we have already 

developed the controllers necessary to perform these protocols and have done extensive 

"unmanned" testing to verify operation.  In addition, we developed a computer-controlled safety 

system to monitor for hazards and shutdown the system in the event of a failure.  In this study, 

we will test 25 healthy subjects with a wide range of arm geometries and strength levels to 

ascertain fit, comfort, and task execution.  Prior to testing with the exoskeleton, each subject will 

perform the tasks manually while outfitted with optical markers.  The range of motion for each 

segment of the task will be recorded using a motion capture device and the net joint reaction 

forces and moments will be determined using either direct measurement (e.g. weight machine) 
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or derived through inverse dynamic models (Hidler, 2006).  This data will be used to determine 

the range of motion and torque requirements for programming the exoskeleton controller.  

Performance metrics will also be developed and displayed on a graphical user interface to the 

clinician.  Although the main purpose of this pilot study is to validate operation of the device in a 

clinical setting, a follow-on study is being planned to assess therapeutic outcomes with the 

device compared to a control group undergoing manual physical therapy. 

 
B. STATEMENT OF PROBLEM AND IMPORTANCE 

 
According to recent statistics, nearly 15 million people seek medical care in the U.S. 

each year for shoulder problems (Center for Disease Control and Prevention, 2003). Some 

orthopaedic conditions that are of particular interest include:  shoulder impingement syndrome 

(Peterson and Renström, 2001), rotator cuff tears (McQuade et al. 2004), and ulnar collateral 

ligament reconstruction a.k.a. Tommy John surgery (Saul et al., 2003).   Rehabilitation of 

shoulder function is intense, time consuming, and painful at times.  It is made even made more 

difficult by the lack of tools for quantitative assessment and control of therapy.  This need has 

even prompted NIH to state a primary goal of its current research as "developing and testing the 

effectiveness of biomechanically based rehabilitation strategies to improve upper extremity 

function and reduce pain in people with shoulder problems" (NIAMS, 2006). 

Upper limb impairment can also be caused by neurological injury due to stroke.  Over 

700,000 Americans suffer a stroke each year, and by 2050, that number is expected to double 

(MacKay and Mensa, 2004; United Nations, 2005).  Stroke victims treated with a robotic 

rehabilitation protocol have demonstrated significant reductions in impairment of the exercised 

limb (Krebs et al., 2000; Fasoli et al., 2004), which supports the theory that activity-dependent 

plasticity underlies neuro-recovery.  Treatment protocols targeted at emphasizing a sequence 

and timing of sensory and motor stimuli similar to those naturally occurring in daily life could 
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facilitate carry-over of the observed gains in motor abilities, likely resulting in greater 

improvements in functional recovery (Lum et al, 2004). 

Robotic devices offer several advantages over manual therapy – they do not fatigue so 

that a large number of repetitions can be practiced, they can apply consistent and precise 

forces, and they provide quantitative measures of performance.  Exoskeletons, which surround 

the whole arm, are particularly suitable for physical therapy because they can exert forces along 

the whole limb.  The exoskeleton can be used to execute full 3-D motion and apply variable 

levels of resistance to the arm over the entire workspace thereby allowing a full battery of 

therapeutic exercises to be applied. This contrasts sharply with traditional linear and cam 

machines, which restrict movement to a single direction and cannot actively modulate 

resistance.  Task-specific neurorehabilitation using robotic devices can also yield considerable 

benefits for patients with upper and lower limb impairments by offering precisely reproducible 

therapies over extended duration. 

While robotic devices have been primarily viewed as rehabilitation tools, recent evidence 

suggests that they are also useful in assessing function and levels of impairment (Hidler et al., 

2005).  For example in stroke, the common assessment scale is Functional Independence 

Measure (FIM) (Dodds et al., 1993) and Fugl-Meyer (Fugl-Meyer et al., 1975) – yet each is 

plagued with errors due to its poor inter-rater reliability and subjectivity.  Robotic devices such 

as arm exoskeletons provide clinicians and therapists with a way of quantitatively assessing the 

primary contributors of upper extremity impairment, including strength, coordination, range of 

motion, muscle tone, and spasticity. 

 
C. BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW 

 
Current exercise therapy utilizes a variety of passive devices and can be categorized 

into three regimes:  stretching, range of motion (ROM), and strengthening.  While stretching is 
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important to attain relaxation of the muscle, this project will focus on ROM and strengthening 

exercises.  In most instances, strengthening and ROM exercises involve the same motions but 

are performed with and without resistance, respectively.  The movements can be broken down 

into:  (a) rotations about orthogonal axes, and (b) linear, functional movement patterns.  In 

strengthening exercises, resistance is usually provided by free weights, rubber tubing/bands, or 

manually by a therapist.  For example, a typical shoulder strengthening exercise about a 

shoulder axis is shown in Fig. 1(a).  Resistive torque about the external shoulder rotation axis is 

provided through a moment arm by rubber tubing grasped by the hand.  Similarly, the cable-

pulley machine shown in Fig. 1(b) can be used to apply forces at the hand for linear patterns 

(Brumitt et al., 2005).  The advantage of the cable system is that it provides a constant tension 

at the hand over the whole movement.  This situation is superior to rubber tubing where the 

resistance increases as the tubing is stretched often resulting in the largest forces being applied 

in the weakest range.  However, the application of force using cable is still limited to a single 

direction and the torque realized at the shoulder cannot be modulated during the exercise.  

Finally, Fig. 1(c) shows a lateral raise being done using a dumbbell.  This is an example of an 

isotonic (constant force) exercise except that it does not result in constant torque about the 

shoulder due to the variation of the moment arm about the shoulder axis. 

 

   
 (a) (b) (c) 
Figure 1:  Shoulder exercises:  (a) external rotation using rubber tubing, (b) diagonal flexion using 
a cable-pulley machine, (c) lateral raise using a dumbbell. 
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Machine-Assisted Therapy 

Two U.S. companies, Biodex and Cybex, currently manufacture isokinetic machines that can be 

used for rehabilitation.  These machines allow the operator to modulate the resistance or 

velocity over the range of motion.  Figure 2 shows a subject using an isokinetic device to 

execute an arm motion in a diagonal plane (Prentice, 1999).  Unfortunately, while the resistance 

can be varied over the range of motion, the hand is locked at the same distance from the 

shoulder and is restricted to a linear plane.  The movement therefore cannot replicate a normal 

functional movement pattern, which is considered important for rehabilitation; in fact, current 

literature suggests that deviations from proprioceptive neuromuscular facilitation (PNF) patterns 

may do more harm than good in therapy (Siff, 2003).  Complex 3-D motion and modulation of 

resistance over the entire range of motion are both required in order to realize effective 

rehabilitation. 

  
 (a) (b) 
Figure 2:  Biodex machine being used for: (a) elbow flexion testing and (b) diagonal movement 
pattern (Prentice, 1999). 
 
 
Exoskeleton Devices 

Over the past 20 years, several research groups have built arm exoskeletons for use as force-

feedback displays in virtual reality applications (Burdea, 1996).  More recently, investigators 

have realized the potential of using exoskeletons for rehabilitation.  Because the exoskeleton 

surrounds the arm, it moves with the patient and can exert forces at attachment points along its 
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length.   These features enable application of fully-articulated 3-D motion and actively-controlled 

forces at the contact points. 

The Robotic Upper Extremity Repetitive Therapy (RUPERT™) shown in Fig. 3(a) is an 

NIH-supported effort between Arizona State University and Kinetic Muscles, Inc. to build an 

upper extremity device to help stroke survivors regain the ability to reach and grasp objects (He 

et al, 2005).  The apparatus is portable and lightweight because is it powered by pneumatic 

muscles.  However, RUPERT would have limited application as a shoulder therapy device due 

to its single powered shoulder degree of freedom (DOF) and the slow response produced by its 

pneumatic actuators. 

The University of Washington Exoskeleton Prototype III, shown in Fig. 3(b), is an 

electrically-powered seven joint design (Rosen et al, 2003).  The goal of this project is to use the 

patient's own neural command signals obtained through electromyography to control the 

movement of the exoskeleton.  While this exoskeleton is more powerful and responsive than 

RUPERT, its motors make the arm too heavy to be worn by the patient.  In addition, the joints 

are driven remotely from motors mounted in the base through a system of cables along the 

links.  This rules out the use of adjustable links to tailor the exoskeleton to fit different users. 

A serious drawback of both designs is that they only allow shoulder rotation; no 

translation of the glenohumeral joint is possible.  A notable exception is EXARM shown in Fig. 

3(c), which is being built for the European Space Agency (ESA) Exoskeleton and (Schiele and 

Visentin, 2003).  This design has six axes in the shoulder assembly, including a spring-loaded 

prismatic joint.  While the design does not limit shoulder-girdle movement, it does not fully 

actuate it either; three of the joints are passive.  Thus while this design incorporates some 

desirable scapula articulation features, it falls short of producing the forces required for 

therapeutic interventions. 
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 (a) (b) (c) 

Figure 3:  Exoskeletons currently under development:  (a) RUPERT, (b) UW III, and (c) EXARM. 
 
 
MGA Exoskeleton (MGAXOS) 

The Maryland-Georgetown-Army (MGA) Exoskeleton is the result of a collaborative effort 

between Georgetown University and the University of Maryland in 2005/6 to build a post-

surgical rehabilitation tool for the U.S. Army Medical Research and Materiel Command 

(Carignan et al, 2005). The exoskeleton has five powered joints (three shoulder rotations, 

scapula elevation, elbow flexion), and a single passive joint (forearm roll).  Passive link 

adjustments in the forearm, upper arm, and scapula links allow the exoskeleton to be custom fit 

to different subjects (Repperger, 1990).  A single rotary joint mounted normal to the back is 

used to approximate shoulder elevation (Buckley and Johnson, 1997).  A series of three 

orthogonal pin joints connected by circular links is used to realize glenohumeral (GH) rotation 

(see Fig. 4(a)).  The elbow joint is approximated as a single pin joint and incorporates a torque-

limiting slip clutch that decouples the actuator from the exoskeleton if a predetermined torque 

value is exceeded.  This feature protects the user from injury by allowing free movement in the 

elbow if a spasm occurs (Johnson et al., 2001). 

The forearm roll is the terminal joint on this prototype.  It is equipped with an encoder to 

measure the joint angle, but it is not driven.  A mounting bracket for a hand grip is rigidly 

attached to the forearm link through a six-axis force/torque sensor.  The wrist abduction and 

flexion joints are fixed in the prototype.  Dual encoders mounted on the motor and transmission 
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output provide redundant position measurement for safety. The system is controlled using a 

single graphical user interface (GUI) panel for the shoulder exercises (see Fig. 5(a)) or a 

customized GUI for a functional training task.  Task parameters such as motion axis, speed, and 

level of assistance are set using these panels.  A software emergency stop is also incorporated 

in this panel.  A second panel (see Fig. 5(b)) is used to monitor data such as position, speed, 

and forces.  Position of the exoskeleton is displayed graphically, while forces are displayed 

using bar graphs.  Threshold limits are also incorporated into the display. 

 
 
Figure 4:  MGA Exoskeleton in several configuration:  (a) full shoulder adduction, (b) 90º shoulder 
abduction, (c) mid-elbow flexion, and (d) full lateral (external) rotation. 
 
 

  

Figure 5: MGAXOS control panel (left) allows the therapist to input parameters for shoulder 
exercises while the system status and patient metrics are fed back in real-time (right). 
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MGAXOS Safety Features 

Our preliminary hazard analysis conducted early in the design indicated the following three 

possible hazards: 

A. The patient moves outside their safe position range 

B. The patient moves at an excessive velocity 

C. The exoskeleton applies excessive torque to the patient, or conversely, the patient 

applies excessive torque to the exoskeleton 

We have adopted a computer-controlled safety system for MGAXOS based on an approach 

certified by NASA for robots that fly on the Space Shuttle (Roderick and Carignan, 2005).  This 

strategy utilizes a combination of hardware, software, and a heartbeat monitor on the safety 

computer to ensure that the system will be able to detect any single failure event and 

autonomously enter a "safe" state, which is either to:  (a) actively hold position and not exert any 

force on the patient, or (b) completely power down the exoskeleton. 

In hardware, there are two encoders at each joint that are checked against each other 

and must agree within a fraction of a degree or the system will safe itself.  In addition, there is a 

current monitor on the power amplifier for each motor which must agree with the current 

command issued by the motor controller to within a certain tolerance or the system will shut 

down.  There is an emergency stop button that can be pressed by the clinician at any time to cut 

power to the motors.  There is also a trigger switch in the handle that the patient can press at 

any time to cut power to the motors.  Figure 6 shows some of the major components added for 

safety in the MGAXOS after the safety system design was completed (Carignan et al, 2007). 

In software, a number of safety features are built in.  The exoskeleton's position, speed, 

torque, and force exerted on the subject are all monitored at 125 times per second.  If any 

safety fault is detected (e.g. subject’s position is out of range), the system is immediately safed 

automatically:  MGAXOS either goes into a holding mode, where the subject’s position is 

maintained, or the power is cut to the motors, and MGAXOS goes limp.  Note that MGAXOS is 
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somewhat backdrivable so that when the power goes off, it does not freeze but rather drops 

very gracefully due to the friction in the system.  The system can also be safed manually by the 

clinician at any time using a software safety switch on the graphical user interface.  The safety 

features have been tested under a variety of simulated conditions that mimic human movement 

and the different failure modes. 

 

Figure 6:  MGAXOS system design showing major components (shaded) for safety:  a second 
(absolute) encoder, a separate power amplifier with current monitor, and emergency stops. 
 
 

In the event that the system is safed, patient egress is very quick.  As demonstrated in 

the time series of snapshots in Fig. 7, the harness is completely released with a slight turn of the 

hub on the front of the harness.  Once this is released, the velcro strap securing the arm to the 

humeral cuff is easily torn open completely freeing the subject. 
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Figure 7:  Time series snapshots showing quick release of subject using 5-point harness system. 

 
 

D. SPECIFIC AIMS  

 
The overall goal of this pilot study is to validate operation of the exoskeleton on a small 

number of healthy subjects with a wide range of arm geometries and strength levels.  The 

specific aims are: 

 Aim 1: Validate the operation of the exoskeleton to perform a variety of exercise 

protocols using test subjects with a wide range of arm geometries and strength levels. 

 Aim 2: Compare measurements of arm kinematics and forces during manual and robotic 

therapy. 

 Aim 3: To evaluate the user-friendliness of the clinical interfaces for operation and 

monitoring. 
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E. METHODOLOGY 

 
Subjects 

We will test 25 healthy individuals drawn from the therapist pools at the National Rehabilitation 

Hospital (NRH) and university student populations in the surrounding area.  Since the project is 

a pilot study comparing the exoskeleton with conventional protocols, 25 subjects should give an 

adequate sample base in terms of arm size, physical strength, and gender.  In addition, since 

the subjects are all healthy, it is expected that their performance will be homogeneous. 

Recruitment to the study will be done by word of mouth, coordinated by the investigators on the 

study.  This process has been successful in previous studies run in the PI’s laboratory at NRH. 

Inclusion criteria 

• Subjects must be greater than 18 years old 

• Subjects must have no known neurological disorders or current orthopedic injuries that 

would result in a upper extremity disorder 

• Subjects must be able to fit within the adjustable range of the exoskeleton linkages. 

Exclusion criteria 

• cardiac arrhythmia 

• hypertension 

• any upper limb impairments 

• pregnancy 

Note that no pregnancy test will be administered; pregnancy screening will be done in 

accordance with the subject's testimony. 

Recruitment 

Subjects will be recruited to the study by word of mouth through the investigators as well as a 

recruitment flyer to be posted on bulletin boards at the National Rehabilitation Hospital, Catholic 
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University, and Georgetown University.  The flyer will also be circulated in electronic form by 

email to colleagues of the investigators.  At the initial contact, a general overview of the study 

will be provided to the subject, the benefits and risks, and expected outcome of the study. Any 

questions by the candidate participant will then be answered.  If the subject agrees in principle 

to participate in the study, upon arrival to the lab at NRH, the physical therapist along with the 

Principal Investigator will clearly outline the study to each participant.  They will describe how 

long they will be in the study, what to expect during the experimental session, and answer any 

questions the subject may have pertaining to participating in the study. The PI and therapist will 

also ask the subject whether they meet the inclusion/exclusion criteria.  They will ask the subject 

whether any of the study exclusion criteria are valid for the subject and will take some basic 

measures of the subject’s arm length and circumference should there be a question regarding 

whether the potential subject will fit in the MGA exoskeleton.  Subjects will also be told that 

because the exoskeleton is for the right arm some of the tasks might be more difficult to do if 

they are left-handed.  After all of their questions are answered, the subject may decline to 

participate, can give consent, or may opt to take the consent form home for further review or 

discussion with friends or family.  If the subject agrees to participate, they will be required to 

give informed consent approved by the Institutional Review Boards of Medstar Research 

Institute and the U.S. Army Medical Research and Materiel Command’s (USAMRMC) Human 

Research Protections Office (HRPO).  The original signed copy of the consent form will be 

placed in the study binder and the patient will be given a copy for their records.  Although we are 

not collecting any personal health information, subjects will also be required to sign a HIPAA 

Authorization form so that we can process aggregate anthropometric data collected prior to 

testing and age/gender/handedness from the subject evaluation forms. 
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Medstar Research Institute is the governing body that handles research conducted at 

NRH.  Both MRI and NRH are owned by Medstar Health.  The Federal Wide Assurance number 

for MRI, who handles all IRB reviews for NRH is FWA00000504. 

 

PROTOCOL 

After providing written informed consent, the experimental session will begin. There will be two 

groups of 10 subjects each:  Group A will perform isolateral exercises followed by the functional 

training, and Group B will perform functional training followed by isolateral exercises.  (Note:  we 

anticipate that up to five subjects will not complete the study for various reasons.)  Each group 

will first perform the tasks manually using passive machines and mockups and then using the 

exoskeleton.  Thus, there will be a total of four test sessions for each subject lasting 

approximately 20 min each with a 5 min rest between sessions.  At the conclusion of the tests, 

the subject will be asked to complete a questionnaire to rate the comfort of the device, difficulty 

of performing the exercises, realism of the functional training, perceived safety issues, and their 

overall experience. 

Exoskeleton Instructions for Use 

The following procedure is used to set-up the exoskeleton for operation: 

1. Adjust three passive linkages to proper length for test subject as determined from 

anthropomorhpic measurements 

2. Check that all of the sensor, power, and emergency stop cables between the exoskeleton, 

computer, and control box are connected 

3. Move each joint by hand to verify that the joint angle telemetry to the control station (CS) is 

correct 

4. Apply forces/torques to the force sensors by hand to verify that the telemetry is correct 
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5. Turn power supply on and verify that all of the power amplifier status lights are in ready 

state and that all of the emergency stops cut off power 

6. Command each joint position individually from the control station to verify that it operates 

7. Command straight line trajectories to verify Cartesian motion is functioning properly 

8. Apply forces to each force sensors to validate the compliance control is working 

The following procedure is used to prepare the subject for testing on the exoskeleton: 

1. Subject will stand on a platform and the height of the exoskeleton will be adjusted so that 

their shoulder joint aligns with that of the exoskeleton 

2. Subject's torso will be secured to the backplate using a five-point quick release seat belt 

harness (RJ Racing, Inc.) 

3. Subject's upper right arm will be inserted into an humeral cuff and secured with a velcro 

strap (see Fig. 10) 

4. A computer monitor is placed to the left-front of the subject that displays their arm position 

in a virtual environment (Tang et al, 2006)  

5. Subject will grasp the exoskeleton handle, depress the safety trigger, and perform 

shoulder and/or elbow movements while the exoskeleton resists or assists motion 

(Carignan et al, 2008) 

The following safety features are built into the exoskeleton design: 

1. Hard limit stops on the joints will generally keep the exoskeleton in a safe operating range; 

software limits are used to tailor the safe operating range for individual subjects. 

2. If the sensed force or torque at the hand or upper arm exceeds preset thresholds, the 

system will automatically shut down. 

3. If the joint or handle velocities exceed preset thresholds, the system will automatically shut 

down. 

4. The subject must continually depress the safety trigger on the exoskeleton handle or the 

system will power off. 
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5. A computer-controlled safety system will continually monitor the system for failures and 

safely shut the system down if a failure is detected. 

 

Exercise Tasks 

The exercise tasks that will be performed in this study are shown in Table 1 along with 

arm position and load parameters.  The position of the upper arm is represented in global 

coordinates as illustrated in Fig. 8(a) with the shoulder at the center of the globe (Doorenbosch 

et al, 2003).  Longitude represents planes of elevation where the south pole is 0º (arm straight 

down) and the equator is at 90º (arm horizontal).  Latitudes represent the amount of elevation in 

a plane of elevation.  An azimuth of 0º represents the arm pointing straight out to the right side 

in the equatorial plane as shown in Fig. 8(b), and 90º indicates the arm pointing straight ahead.  

The orientation of the forearm relative to this latitude is the angle of the upper arm.  The body 

planes are shown in Fig. 9.  Most of the hand movement during these tasks occurs in one or 

more of these planes with the exception of the scapula plane oriented at 30º with respect to the 

coronal (a.k.a. frontal) plane. 

 
Table 1:  Exercise tasks to be tested this study. 

Upper Arm Position 
Tasks 

Latitude Longitude 
Movement 
Plane 

Load/ 
Resistance* 

Isolateral Exercise    % 1RM 
Arm Extension 0º/90º 90º Sag 25-50-75 
Lateral Raise 0º/90º 30º Scap 25-50-75 
Internal/External Rotation 0º 30º/150º Tran 25-50-75 
Rear Deltoid 90º 90º/0º Tran 25-50-75 
Functional Training    N 
Reach to Pop Balloons 90º/120º 30º/150º Various 10 
Lift Jug to Table 0º 0º/90º Sag/Tran 35/70 
Paint Wall with Roller Brush 60º +60º/-60º Cor 20/40 
Open/Close Drawer 0º/90º 0º Tran 25/50 

*% of 1 rep max or hand force 
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Fig. 8: Global coordinate system used to represent arm configuration:  Fig. 9:  Body planes. 
 (a) front view, and (b) equatorial plane. 
 
 

In manual testing, the subject will first perform all of the shoulder isolateral exercises 

using dumbells and a cable-pulley machine to estimate their one repetition maximum (1RM).  

After completing the shoulder exercises, the subject will then perform the functional training 

tasks using mockups of the actual task.  While performing the functional training tasks, subjects 

will don optical markers to record movement using a motion tracking system (Optotrak Certus, 

Northern Digital Inc.).  Each task will be performed up to five times at the discretion of the 

physical therapist. 

In exoskeleton testing, the subject will stand on a platform and their torso will be secured 

to a backplate using a five-point harness, and the exoskeleton will be strapped to their elbow 

using velcro enclosures (see Fig. 10).  All tasks will first be done passively where the subject 

lets the exoskeleton move their arm through the motion.  Then the subject will perform the 

exercise in an active mode where the exoskeleton either resists motion (isolateral exercises) or 

exerts forces from contacting the virtual environment (functional training).  Data will be collected 

from the exoskeleton to assess movement and forces exerted during the task. 
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Figure 10:  Humeral cuff used to connect subject's upper arm to exoskeleton. 
 

Specific Procedures 

Manual Testing – Shoulder Exercises 

The purpose of the manual shoulder isolateral testing is to determine the subject's 1RM for each 

exercise.  The 1RM can be estimated from Table 2 by asking the subject perform as many 

repetitions as possible with a given weight and dividing by the fraction in column 2.  For 

example, if the subject can do 8 reps at 20 lbs, then their 1RM is 20 lb ÷ 0.8 = 25 lbs.  If the 

subject can do more than 10 repetitions, then a larger weight is chosen and the test is repeated 

after a brief rest period.  The following shoulder exercises will be performed: 

(1) arm extension – subject extends arm from home position to 90º elevation in sagittal 

plane followed by flexion back to home position 

(2) lateral raise – subject abducts arm from home position to 90º elevation in scapula plane 

followed by adduction to home position 

(3) internal/external rotation – subject rotates arm from straight out in front with the elbow 

flexed at 90º to their left or right side followed by a rotation back to start position 
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(4) rear deltoid – subject abducts arm from 90º elevation straight ahead to straight out by 

side in the transverse plane followed by abduction to start position 

Table 2:  Estimating 1 Rep Max. 

Repetitions 1 Rep Max 
1 1.0 
2 0.95 
3 0.925 
4 0.9 
5 0.875 
6 0.85 
7 0.825 
8 0.8 
9 0.775 
10 0.75 

 

Test Procedure: 

(1) Arm extension/lateral raise.  Subject will start with arm down by their side grasping the 

dumbbell with elbow fully extended; subject will then raise arm in smooth controlled manner with 

arm fully extended to a horizontal position either in front of them (arm extension) or to the side 

(lateral raise, Fig. 1(c)) and return arm to start position. 

(2) Internal/external rotation.  Subject will start with arm straight down and elbow flexed at 

90º directly in front of them; subject will grasp handle connected to cable and rotate their upper 

arm either outward (external) or inward (internal) in a smooth controlled manner through an 

angle of approximately 60º and return to start position. 

(3) Rear deltoid.  Subject will sit on a weight bench next to a cable pulley machine; subject 

will raise arm at full extension in front of them and grasp a handle connected to a pulley-weight; 

subject will abduct their arm outward until it is straight out to their side in a smooth, controlled 

manner and return their arm to start position. 

 
Manual Testing – Functional Training 
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The purpose of the manual functional training is to validate range of motion and speed 

parameters for the exoskeleton and acclimate the subject to the task prior to exoskeleton 

testing. 

Test Procedure: 

(1) Optical markers will be placed at all of the arm joints and at several other points on the 

arm limbs and upper torso. 

(2) Optotrak receiver is placed at predefined location for the task. 

(3) Test engineer verifies that the motion capture system is working and tasks can begin. 

(4) Paint Wall – subject stands approximately 12 inches from a wall with a sticky mat taped 

at chest height; using a 6-8 inch laminate roller, the subject "paints" the sticky mat with the roller 

over a 1 x 2 ft area. 

(5) Pop Balloons – subject grasps short pointer and reaches out to touch various targets in 

the workspace in front of them. 

(6) Lift Jug – subject lifts a 1 gallon jug of water from a stool at their side and place it on a 

table directly in front of them. 

(7) Open Drawer – subject reaches out to pull open a filing cabinet drawer placed one foot 

away directly in front of them and then close it again. 

 

Exoskeleton Testing – Shoulder Exercises 

Each of the four shoulder exercises in Table 1 will be performed at 25%, 50%, and 75% of the 

1RM, which correspond to "poor", "fair", and "good" on the muscle grade scale (Palmer and 

Epler, 1998).  Subjects will perform up to five repetitions of each shoulder rotation exercise. 

Test Procedure: 

(1) prior to each exercise, the subject will put their arm in the start position for the exercise 

while the exoskeleton is in accommodation mode (exoskeleton moves slowly in same 

direction as applied force) 
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(2) after the subject is in the start position, the therapist will instruct subject to let their arm 

go limp and the exoskeleton will support their arm 

(3) the exoskeleton will then move subject's arm through one complete repetition of the 

exercise (passive mode) 

(4) after the exoskeleton has returned to the start position, therapist will instruct the subject 

to complete a repetition under their own power while the exoskeleton resists their motion 

(5) after returning to the start position, the subject may be asked to perform up to five more 

repetitions at the given level of resistance which is referred to as a "set" 

(6) after the final repetition of the first set, the subject stops at the start position and the 

therapist increases the level of resistance 

(7) subject performs up to five repetitions at the second level of resistance 

(8) after the completion of the second set, the subject stops at the start position and the 

therapist increases the level of resistance 

(9) subject performs up to five repetitions at the third level of resistance 

(10) after completion of the third set, the subject will move on to the next exercise. 

 
Exoskeleton Testing – Functional Training 

All of the functional tasks performed manually will be replicated in a virtual environment on the 

computer screen display in front of the subject.  The display will show the tracked position of the 

arm in the virtual environment while the exoskeleton exerts forces in response to contact with 

virtual objects in the environment (Tang et al, 2006). 

Test Procedures: 

(1) Paint Wall – subject must paint a 2 sq. ft. surface of a virtual wall approximately 12 inch 

in front of them using a 6-8 inch roller brush.  The applied force must be within a range 

of 10-20 N or the surface will not be coated with paint. 
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(2) Pop Balloons – subject must reach out with pointer and pop balloons at various locations 

in the workspace (must support own arm weight ~10N). 

(3) Lift Jug – subject must lift a jug from their side and place it on a virtual table in front of 

them.  The jug weighs about 35 N which is equal to a gallon of water. 

(4) Open/Close Drawer – subject must reach out to pull open a virtual drawer and then 

close it again.  The force required to open the drawer will be about 20 N. 

 
Throughout all trials, data will be stored from the MGAXOS instrumentation in digital 

format.  The system stores forces and motion variables (e.g. joint positions, hand force/torque, 

etc.) during operation, and then allows the user to save this information to file for post-hoc 

analysis.  The data from these test sessions will be saved on the MGAXOS control computer, 

which is secured with a password.  Only members of the study have access to this computer. 

 
F. DATA ANALYSIS 

 
This is a pilot study to validate setup and operation of the exoskeleton.  Each subject will only 

be tested once, so no statistical analyses will be done to assess clinical outcome.  The primary 

outcome measures are the active range of motion (ROM), kinematics, and surface 

electromyography (EMG) during the functional tasks.  Data analyses from the manual trials will 

be used to determine input parameters for the exoskeleton trials.  Data from the exoskeleton 

trials will be used to assess whether the exoskeleton achieved the same kinematics and 

muscular effort as in the manual tests. 

Manual Trials 

For all of the iso-lateral exercises, the amount of weight used (dumbbells, stack plates) 

and the range of motion will be recorded.  This data will be used to determine the maximum 

range of motion and torque level to use for the isolateral exercises to be performed on the 

exoskeleton.  For the functional training tasks, the subject's arm motion will be recorded using 
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an Optotrak Certus motion tracking system (Northern Digital, Inc., Waterloo, Ontario).   Sensors 

taped to the upper arm and forearm measure the 3-D position and orientation of the limb 

segments during the reach.  This information is used in a biomechanical model of the arm to 

calculate the locations of the joint centers of the wrist, elbow, shoulder, and scapula during the 

movements.  The position data will be used to extract the workspace trajectory and the 

maximum speed for key components of each task such as picking up objects, applying force to 

a wall, or opening a drawer..  Surface EMG will be recorded from several arm muscles during 

the movements (Bagnoli EMG system, Delsys Inc, Boston MA) to determine muscular effort 

exerted while performing the tasks. 

Exoskeleton Trials 

Joint positions and force-torque sensor data will be recorded continuously at 125 times 

per second for all tasks performed with the exoskeleton.  For the isolateral exercises, the joint 

position data will be processed to determine the angular rates about each shoulder axis.  In 

addition, the force sensor data from the upper arm and hand will be used to calculate the 

realized torques about the shoulder joints.  For the functional training tasks, the motion of the 

exoskeleton hand, elbow, and shoulder will be calculated from the joint position data and 

compared with the motion capture from the same tasks performed manually.  Specifically, we 

will look for large deviations in either position or speed to determine whether the exoskeleton is 

inhibiting natural motion.  If there is a deviation of more than 25%, then we will relocate the task 

to another position in the workspace that is not so restrictive.  Subject evaluations will also be 

reviewed as the trials are completed to monitor any general comfort or safety issues that might 

affect future testing. 

Subjective Assessments 

At the conclusion of their testing, each subject will be asked to fill out a subject 

questionnaire that rates their level of comfort with using the exoskeleton, how it compares with 

the manual tasks, and what they would like to see changed or improved.  At the conclusion of 
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the study, test operators will evaluate each of the exoskeleton control panels using a modified 

Cooper-Harper Rating Scale similar to that shown in Fig. 11 for rating pilot displays (Cumming 

et al, 2006).  Operators will also be asked to comment on any specific issues with the control 

interfaces and operating procedures and make suggestions for improvement. 

 

Figure 11:  Modified Cooper Harper Rating Scale used for pilot evaluation. 
 

 
G. EXPECTED OUTPUTS AND DELIVERABLES 

 
Since MGAXOS has undergone extensive bench-top testing replicating the shoulder 

exercises in unmanned mode both in free space and under load, we believe that the system will 

perform up to standard under realistic conditions.  We will use the data collected in these trials 

to fine tune the passive adjustments to different arm geometries and resistance levels in the 

controllers to average strength values.  Subject and clinician assessments will also be tabulated 

and used to improve the interfaces and operational procedures.  The expected output and 
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deliverable is an optimized MGA Exos system that will be used for training individuals with 

shoulder and other upper body impairments. 

 
H. TIMELINE 

 
It is expected that the testing of MGAXOS will require up to 4 months.  Since we will 

require both MRI and the USMRMC Office of Research Protections (ORP) Human Research 

Protections Office (HRPO) approval, we anticipate beginning testing September 15, 2008 and 

will be completed by January 15, 2009.  However, we will request that the study stay open until 

June 1, 2009 so that we may continue data analysis and document the results. 

 

 
I. DISPOSITION OF DATA 

 
All data collected throughout this research effort will be stored with the Principal 

Investigator (Dr. Joseph Hidler), and will be kept in strict confidence.  No participant identifiable 

information will be used in any publications resulting from this study.  For tracking purposes and 

for maintaining participant confidentiality to the greatest degree possible, each subject will be 

assigned a unique patient ID number upon entering the study.  After completion of each test 

session, all patient information will be kept locked in Dr. Hidler’s office and will only be 

accessible to members of the researchers affiliated with this study.  Representatives of the U.S. 

Army Medical Research and Materiel Command are eligible to review research records as a 

part of their responsibility to protect human subjects.  Data and all materials related to the study 

will be saved for 6 years, after which it will be destroyed by the PI.  Forms will be shredded 

while experimental data will be deleted from the PI’s computer. 
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J. ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF RESEARCH PERSONNEL 

 
Dr. Joe Hidler will oversee all activities of the study, including recruitment, experimental 

setup and execution, and data analysis.  Dr. Craig Carignan will be responsible for the control 

system and mechanical operation of the exoskeleton.  Dr. Peter Lum is an experienced 

rehabilitation engineer who will assist with operational setup and data analysis, particularly with 

regard to the functional training related to stroke rehabilitation.  Jonathan Tang is a robotics 

software engineer and will operate the exoskeleton during the experiments. Diane Nichols and 

Kathy Brady are physical therapists working at the National Rehabilitation Hospital and will 

assist with the experimental sessions. 

 
K. RISK AND BENEFITS ASSESSMENT 

 
Risks 

There are minimal risks associated with the study.  As outlined above, MGAXOS has 

extensive safety features, which monitor the subject’s behavior at 125 times/second and will fail-

safe in the event of a malfunction.  Only healthy subjects are being recruited for enrollment in 

this study.  Through extensive bench-top testing, we have built safety in both hardware and 

software so the risks of system failure causing the subject to move out of range or the 

exoskeleton to apply excessive force are very low.  In the event of failure, the system defaults to 

either a holding position, which prevents the subject from moving, or a power-off position in 

which exoskeleton will go limp.  Subjects may experience some skin irritation due to the harness 

and humeral cuff, however in the 7 years we have been training subjects in our lab using lower 

limb exoskeletons, we have not had any harness injuries or skin abrasian due to limb 

attachments.  We will take great care when applying the harness and humeral cuff to ensure 

subject comfort. 
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FDA Status 

Dr. Hidler, the PI of this study, has consulted with the FDA to determine whether an IDE is 

required for a class II medical device such as the exoskeleton.  The policy of the FDA on device 

testing is that if the investigator does not believe the device presents a significant risk to 

subjects and the local IRB agrees with this assertion, then no IDE is necessary.  MGAXOS may 

qualify for an automatic FDA premarket notification exemption as a class II medical device 

under CFR Section 890.1925 "Isokinetic testing and evaluation system" 

(http://www.fda.gov/cdrh/modact/frclass2.html).  The InMotion2™ Robot (Interactive Motion, 

Inc., Cambridge, Mass.) is a commercial robot developed for stroke rehabilitation and falls under 

this classification.  In addition, the MGAXOS has extensive embedded software and hardware 

safety features  that are not normally incorporated in robotic devices such as the InMotion2. 

Benefits 

There is no direct benefit that will accrue to individuals participating in this study. Having 

arm exercise data to optimize the performance of MGAXOS is a critical piece of the 

development process.  It is anticipated that once tested, MGAXOS will ultimately be used with 

patients with upper extremity impairments. 

Subjects will not be paid to participate in the study. 

 
L. ADVERSE EVENT REPORTING 

 
Unanticipated problems involving risk to subjects or others, serious adverse events 

related to participation in the study, and all subject deaths should be promptly reported by 

telephone (301-619-2165), by e-mail (hsrrb@amedd.army.mil), or by facsimile (301-619-7803) 

to the U.S. Army Medical Research and Materiel Command’s Human Subjects Research 

Review Board (HSRRB) as well as to the Office of Research Integrity at MRI.  A complete 

written report should follow the initial contact.  In addition to the methods above, the complete 
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written report may be mailed to the U.S. Army Medical Research and Materiel Command, 

ATTN:  MCMR-ZB-P, 504 Scott Street, Fort Detrick, Maryland  21702-5012. 

 
M. MODIFICATION/DEVIATION FROM PROTOCOL 

 
 Any deviation to the protocol that may have an effect on the safety or rights of the 

subject or the integrity of the study must be reported to the Medstar Research Institute 

IRB and to the USAMRMC ORP HRPO as soon as the deviation is identified.   

 
 Major modifications to the research protocol and any modifications that could 

potentially increase risk to subjects must be submitted to the USAMRMC ORP HRPO for 

approval prior to implementation.  All other amendments will be submitted with the 

continuing review report to the USAMRMC ORP HRPO for acceptance. 

No subjects will be tested until written approval is issued by Medstar Research Institute 

IRB and the USAMRMC ORP HRPO. 

 
N. STUDY POPULATION – GENDER/ETHNIC INCLUSION 

 
There will be no exclusion based on subject gender or ethnic background. 

 
O. ADDITIONAL REGULATORY REPORTING REQUIREMENTS 

 
 
The following are reporting requirements and responsibilities of the Principal Investigator 

to the United States Army Medical Research and Materiel Command’s (USAMRMC) Office of 

Research Protections (ORP), Human Research Protection Office (HRPO). 

 (1)  The protocol will be conducted in accordance with the protocol submitted to and 

approved by the USAMRMC ORP HRPO and will not be initiated until written notification of 

approval of the research project is issued by the USAMRMC ORP HRPO.   
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(2)  Accurate and complete study records will be maintained and made available to 

representatives of the U.S. Army Medical Research and Materiel Command as a part of their 

responsibility to protect human subjects in research.  Research records will be stored in a 

confidential manner so as to protect the confidentiality of subject information.   

 (3)  A copy of the approved continuing review report and the local IRB approval 

notification will be submitted to the USAMRMC ORP HRPO as soon as these documents 

become available.  A copy of the approved final study report and local IRB approval notification 

will be submitted to the USAMRMC ORP HRPO as soon as these documents become 

available. 
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MedStar Research Institute Informed Consent for Clinical Research 
  
INTRODUCTION 

We invite you to take part in an investigational research study called “Rehabilitation of the Upper Extremity using a Robotic Arm 
Exoskeleton”.  You were selected as a possible participant in this study because you are medically fit to exercise safely (no 
hypertension or cardiac arrhythmia), you do not have a shoulder injury, and your arm is able to fit in the exoskeleton.  
PleasePlease take your time to read this form, ask any questions you may have and make your decision.  We encourage you to 
discuss your decision with your family, friends and your doctor(s). 
 

WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF THIS STUDY? 

This study is being done to evaluate the performance of MGAXOS, a robotic arm device that can be used for arm physical 
therapy.  This system will be used to help train patients with shoulder injuries and neurologic injuries such as stroke. 
 

WHERE WILL THIS STUDY TAKE PLACE? 

All experimental procedures will take place at the National Rehabilitation Hospital in Washington DC. 
 

WHAT ELSE SHOULD I KNOW ABOUT THIS RESEARCH STUDY? 

It is important that you read and understand several points that apply to all who take part in our studies: 

• Taking part in the study is entirely voluntary and refusal to participate will not affect any rights or benefits you 
normally have;  

• You will not benefit from taking part in the study, but knowledge may be gained from your participation that may 
help others; and 

• You may stop being in the study at any time without any penalty or losing any of the benefits you would have 
normally received. 

The nature of the study, the benefits, risks, discomforts and other information about the study are discussed further below.  
If any new information is learned, at any time during the research, which might affect your participation in the study, we will 
tell you.  We urge you to ask any questions you have about this study with the staff members who explain it to you and 
with your own advisors prior to agreeing to participate. 
 

WHO IS IN CHARGE OF THIS STUDY? 

The investigator (person in charge of this research study) is Joseph Hidler, Ph.D., Director of the Center for Applied 
Biomechanics and Rehabilitation Research at the National Rehabilitation Hospital.  
 

WHO IS THE SPONSOR OF THIS STUDY? 

The research is being sponsored by the Department of Defense (DOD) Telemedicine and Advanced Technology 
Research Center (TATRC).   
 
WHO CANNOT PARTICIPATE IN THIS STUDY? 
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You cannot be in this study if any of the following applies to you:  

• cardiac arrhythmia 
• hypertension 
• any upper limb impairments 
• pregnancy (no pregnancy test will be administered; pregnancy screening will be according to what you tell us) 

 

WHAT IF I AM PRESENTLY PARTICIPATING IN ANOTHER RESEARCH STUDY? 

Are you presently participating in any other research studies?  Yes    No  
 
If yes, please state which study(ies)____        

 
While participating in this study, you should not take part in any other research project without approval from the 
people in charge of each study.  This is to protect you from possible injury arising from such things as extra blood 
drawing, extra x-rays, interaction of research drugs, or similar hazards. 
 
HOW MANY PEOPLE WILL TAKE PART IN THE STUDY? 

About 25 people will be recruited for this study. 
 
WHAT HAPPENS IF I AGREE TO BE IN THE STUDY? 

If you qualify and agree to take part in this study, you will perform about 45 minutes of manual resistance and 
functional training and 45 minutes of testing with a robotic arm exoskeleton.  Members of the study team will be 
present during all phases of testing with the robot.  At the conclusion of your testing, you will be asked to fill out a 
one page subject questionnaire to rate your experience with using the exoskeleton. 

In the first half of the experiment, you will perform several shoulder exercises using dumbbells and a cable-weight 
machine and several functional training activities under the supervision of a therapist.  For the shoulder exercises, 
you will perform one set for as many repetitions as possible so that we can determine your one repetition 
maximum.  For the functional training, a study member will first attach optical markers to your arm and upper body 
using sticky tape in order to track your motion using a motion capture system.  Then you will perform several 
activities of daily living such as lifting a jug of water or opening a drawer, which will later be simulated using the 
exoskeleton.  You may be asked to repeat each of these tasks up to five times. 

In the second half of the experiment, you will do testing on the arm exoskeleton under the supervision of a therapist 
and test engineer.  You will stand on the exoskeleton platform with your back against a flat plate.  The height of the 
exoskeleton will then be adjusted by a team member so that its shoulder joint aligns with your shoulder.  A five-
strap harness will be placed around your abdomen (similar to a race car seat belt) to secure you to a backplate.  
Your right arm will then be attached to the elbow brace of the exoskeleton using two velcro straps.  You will then 
grasp the handle of the exoskeleton.  The exoskeleton will only operate while you depress the switch in the handle.  
You can stop the exoskeleton at any time by simply releasing the switch. 

You will first perform all of the shoulder exercises you did in the first half of the experiment using dumbbells and 
cable-weights.  Prior to each exercise, the therapist will instruct you to move your arm to the start position for that 
exercise.  The exoskeleton will feel very light to the touch and will move in the same direction as the force that you 
apply to assist you.  Once you are in the start position, the therapist will then freeze the exoskeleton position and 
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tell you to let your arm go limp.  The exoskeleton will then move your arm through one complete repetition of the 
exercise and return to the start position.  The therapist will then instruct you to perform the exercise under your own 
power.  As you move your arm, the exoskeleton will resist your motion and restrict it to a particular path.  After you 
have completed up to five repetitions, the therapist will ask you to stop at the start position and will increase the 
level of resistance.  You will then perform up to five repetitions at the second level of resistance.  You will then stop 
and complete another set at a third level of resistance and go on to the next shoulder exercise. 

In the next phase of testing, you will perform the same functional training tasks that you did in the first half of the 
experiment, but the exoskeleton and a graphical display will be used to simulate the task.  A computer monitor will 
be placed in front of you that displays a graphical representation of the task environment and your right arm.  The 
therapist will then give you instructions for performing the task.  For example, "pick up the milk jug on the table and 
place it in the cupboard."  You will then move your arm to "grasp" an object in the virtual environment by moving 
your hand close to the object.  When you pick up objects or contact surfaces, the exoskeleton will apply forces to 
your arm so that it feels like you are really doing the task.  These forces will not be large and will correspond with 
the tasks that you are doing in the virtual environment.  After you complete the task, the therapist may ask you to 
repeat it several more times before moving onto the next task. 

 
HOW LONG WILL I BE IN THE STUDY? 

The entire experiment will take approximately 2 hours to complete, within a single test session. 

The investigator may decide to take you off this study if it is believed to be in your best interest, you fail to follow 
instructions, new information becomes known about the safety of the study, or for other reasons the investigator or 
sponsor believes are important. 

You can stop participating at any time.  However, if you decide to stop participating in the study, we encourage you to talk 
to the investigator first.. 

If you suddenly withdraw from the study, then we may not be able to use any of the information gathered from your 
participation because we need data from the tasks being performed both manually and robotically to do our analysis. 

 
WHAT ARE THE RISKS AND SIDE EFFECTS OF THIS STUDY? 

If you decide to participate in this study, you should know there may be risks.  You should discuss these with the 
investigator and/or your regular doctor and you are encouraged to speak with your family and friends about any potential 
risks before making a decision.  Potential risks and side effects related to this study include: 

Risks and side effects that may occur but are not likely to occur  include: 

• The exoskeleton and safety system fail, then the exoskeleton could exert full force at full speed until it reaches the 
end of its range of motion at a mechanical hard stop; note that since the exoskeleton hard stops are within your range 
of motion, it cannot hyperextend your arm joints. 

Risks and side effects that have occurred but only rarely include: 

• Exoskeleton fails and goes into fail-safe mode, which is either holding position or powering off. 
• Skin irritation from the harness or elbow brace 
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For more information about risks and side effects, please ask Dr. Hidler. 
 
ARE THERE ANY BENEFITS TO TAKING PART IN THE STUDY? 

There are no benefits to you for participating in this study.  We hope that the knowledge gained in these tests will help us 
improve the performance of MGAXOS so that when it is used by patients with arm problems, it will function at the highest 
level of performance. 
 
WHAT OTHER OPTIONS ARE THERE? 

You always have the option of not being in this study. 
 
WHAT ABOUT CONFIDENTIALITY? 

Your personal health information (PHI) will be kept private to the extent allowed by law.  You will not be identified by name 
in any publications resulting from this study.  You will be asked to sign a separate form that will give permission to the 
investigator, the sponsor, and certain other people, agencies or entities to look at and review the records related to this 
study including data collected from your tests and your evaluation form.  If you do not wish to sign this permission form you 
will not be allowed to participate in this study. 

Food and Drug Administration, MedStar Research Institute, Inc., representatives of the DOD U.S. Army Medical Research 
and Materiel Command (USAMRMC) and the National Rehabilitation Hospital which are groups of experts not connected 
to the study, will be reviewing the data from this research throughout the study.  We will tell you about the new information 
from this or other studies that may affect your health, welfare, or willingness to stay in this study. 
 
WILL I BE PAID FOR PARTICIPATING IN THIS STUDY? 

You will not be paid for being in this study. Materials and information obtained from you in this research may be used for 
commercial or non-commercial purposes.  It is the policy of National Rehabilitation Hospital, MedStar Research Institute, 
MedStar Health, Inc., and its affiliated entities not to provide financial compensation to you should this occur. 
 
WHAT ARE THE COSTS? 

You do not have to pay anything to be in this study.  However, if taking part in this study leads to procedures or care not 
included in the study, it may lead to added costs for you or your insurance company.  You will not be charged for physical 
therapy time or use of the exoskeleton as part of this research study. 
 
However, you, or your insurance company, will be charged for any other portion of your care that is considered standard of 
care.  You may be responsible for any co-payments and deductibles that are standard for your insurance coverage.  This 
may include physical therapy and use of exercise equipment. 
 
WHAT IF I’M INJURED OR BECOME ILL DURING THE STUDY? 

If you are injured because of your participation in this research study, you will be provided medical care for research-
related injuries, at no cost to you.  Medical care will be provided to you only for the research-related injury and is available 
at any MedStar facility including the National Rehabilitation Hospital (Washington, DC), Washington Hospital Center 
(Washington, DC), Georgetown University Hospital (Washington, DC), Harbor Hospital (Baltimore, MD), Union Memorial 
Hospital (Baltimore, MD), and Good Samaritan Hospital (Baltimore, MD).  You will first be required to use your own health 
insurance for this medical care.  You will then be reimbursed for non-covered research-related injury medical expenses, 
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including deductibles.  This does not mean that you are giving up your legal rights that you may have as a research 
participant.  You may contact Dr. Joseph Hidler at (202) 877-1892 if you have any questions.  You or your insurance 
company will be charged for continuing medical care and/or hospitalization that are not a part of the study. 

If you are hurt or get sick because of this research study, you also can receive medical care at a U.S. Army hospital or 
clinic free of charge.  You will only receive free treatment for injuries that are directly caused by the research study.  The 
U.S. Army does not routinely pay for your transportation to and from the hospital or clinic.  If you have questions about this 
medical care, talk Dr. Joseph Hidler.  If you pay out-of-pocket for medical care elsewhere for injuries caused by this 
research study, contact Dr. Joseph Hidler.  If the issue cannot be resolved, contact the U.S. Army Medical Research and 
Material Command (USAMRMC) Office of the Staff Judge Advocate (legal office) at (301) 619-7663/2221. 

Other than medical care that may be provided, and any other payment stated specifically in this consent form, there is not 
expected to be any other compensation available for your participation in this research.  No funds have been set aside, by 
the National Rehabilitation Hospital, the MedStar Research Institute, MedStar Health, or its affiliated entities to repay you 
in case of injury, illness, or other harm occurring during, or resulting from the study and their current policies do not provide 
for payments for lost wages, cost of pain and suffering, or additional expenses.  By agreeing to this you do not give up 
your rights to seek compensation in the courts. 
 
WHAT ARE MY RIGHTS AS A PARTICIPANT? 

• You have the right to be told about the nature and purpose of the study;  
• You have the right to be given an explanation of the exactly what will be done in the study and given a description of 

potential risks, discomforts, or benefits that can reasonably be expected;  
• You have the right to be informed of any appropriate alternatives to the study, including, if appropriate, any drugs or 

devices that might help you, along with their potential risks, discomforts and benefits;  
• You have the right to ask any questions you may have about the study; 
• You have the right to decide whether or not to be in the study without anyone misleading or deceiving you; and  
• You have the right to receive a copy of this consent form.   
 
By signing this form, you will not give up any legal rights you may have as a research participant.  You may choose not to 
take part in or leave the study at any time.  If you choose to not take part in or to leave the study, your regular care will not 
be affected and you will not lose any of the benefits you would have received normally.  We will tell you about new 
information that may affect your health, welfare, or willingness to be in this study. 
 
WHO DO I CALL IF I HAVE QUESTIONS OR PROBLEMS? 

For questions about the study or a research-related injury, contact the investigator, Dr. Joseph Hidler at 202-877-1892.  If 
you are having a medical emergency, you should call 911 or go directly to the nearest emergency room. 
For questions about your rights as a research participant, contact the MedStar Research Institute.  Direct your 
questions to the Office of Regulatory Affairs at: 
 

Address: MedStar Research Institute  Telephone: (301) 560-7339 
 6495 New Hampshire Avenue  Toll Free: (800) 793-7175 
 Suite 201  Fax (301) 560-7336 
 Hyattsville, MD 20783    
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SIGNATURES 
 
As a representative of this study, I have explained the purpose, the procedures, the possible benefits and risks that are 
involved in this research study.  Any questions that have been raised have been answered to the individual’s satisfaction. 
 
 
Signature of Person Obtaining Consent  Date of Signature 

 
I, the undersigned have been informed about this study’s purpose, procedures, possible benefits and risks, and I have 
received a copy of this consent.  I have been given the opportunity to ask questions before I sign, and I have been told that 
I can ask other questions at any time.  I voluntarily agree to be in this study.  I am free to stop being in the study at any 
time without need to justify my decision and if I stop being in the study I understand it will not in any way affect my future 
treatment or medical management.  I agree to cooperate with Dr. Joseph Hidler and the research staff and to tell them 
immediately if I experience any unexpected or unusual symptoms. 
 
 
Participant’s Signature  Date of Signature 

 

 

  

Signature of Witness  Date of Signature 
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8.10 IRB Document:  Subject Survey Form 
 



MGA EXOSKELETON SUBJECT SURVEY  
 
AGE:   GENDER: Male  Female  

HANDEDNESS: Left  Right  Neither  

Please complete the following survey to rate your experience with using the exoskeleton so that we can 
improve the system for future training.  Thanks! 

Statement 
Strongly 

Agree Agree Neutral Disagree 
Strongly 
Disagree 

My overall experience with the exoskeleton was 
good, and I would recommend it to my friends.      

Set-Up 

Exoskeleton links were adjusted right for me.      

Arm cuff and harness were properly adjusted.      

Exoskeleton was adjusted to right height.      

Comfort 

Harness kept my upper body in one place.      

Arm cuff was comfortable and secure.      

Back plate was comfortable.      

Clinical Staff 

Staff was courteous and friendly.      

Staff was knowledgeable and fully answered my 
questions.      

The safety stop in the handle was explained clearly.      

Each test was explained clearly before we started.      

Shoulder Exercises 

Motion felt smooth and controlled.      

Resistance provided felt right.      

Speed of the exercises felt right.      

Exercise felt similar to testing with dumbbells and 
cable-weight machine.      

Functional Training 

Exoskeleton forces felt realistic for the task.      

Graphical displays were reaslistic for the task.      

Visual and force feedback matched up.      

Tasks done with exoskeleton were similar to tasks 
done manually.       

What did you like most about testing with the exoskeleton? 
 
 
 
 

What do you think needs to be improved? 
 
 
 
 

 




